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SUr.'.IMARY 

Thj.s work is a synchronic study of syntax in Zulu and 

has its as central theme, verb-noun relations. In these 

relations.~hree phenomena were found to be important, vi.::. 
/ 

(A) The liaison semantic features (LSFs) 

(B) word-order as shown by nouns in relation to the verb 

(C) Transitivity 

(A ) 'l'he LS Fs 

The noun may be the subject, object or adjunct depending 

on the function it has taken up. These funct; onal terms vi.::. 

subject, object and ad·junct are more concerned with structural 

segments of a sentence rather than.semantic relationship of 

segments. Con,aequently a sem1.mtic model of ,,SFs showing the 

semat1tic-relaticmal features of nouns, is evolved. Such 

features are determined by the kind of verb used. The major 

LSFs are: 

(a) Agentive / r.nstrumental 

(bl Patient/ Factive 

It is realised that if the semantic content of the relationship 

.i.s left out, the study of a sentence .i.s bound to suffer from 

explanatory ina.dequacy. 

(B) The Order:i.nc of nouns in relation to the verb 

The ordering of nouns is m;c, 'nly achieved by front

shifting and back-shiftin<:J e.g. a noun occurring post-verbally 

is shifted to the front so t',:.lt it occu:o; ,co fore the verb: 

\lshaya .tnkom6 (he hits a cow) 
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1nkom6, uyayishaya (*the cow, he hits it) 

'l'he noun occurring bcfon::, the vci-b n1<,y bo shifted to the 

back as in 

\~mf6na uy,1h1c1.mba ( the boy is walking) vs. 

uyahamba umt'ciw, (*he is walking, a boy) 

Such shifting goes along with focus which expresses prominence. 

The ordering of nouns may therefore result in: 

(a) a change in the form 01: a noun or verb 

· (b) a change in the meaning of a sentence 

These two changes are usually concomitant i.e. a change in 

the form of a sentence is accomp,,mied by a change in its 

meaning. For the purposes of convenience, the orderings have 

been divided into two i.e. primary wo;i;d-order (where the 

agentive normally occupies the first slot and the factive 

occupies the second) and secondary word-order (front-shifting 

of the factive and back-shifting of the agentive). Nouns may 

take adjunct function in these orderings as when their forms 

are inflected, cf. 

t\rn:Cclna 1.'ivela esikoleni (the boy comes fro:n school) 

inko:n6 i.:,,,h;,5ywa ngud1fana ( the cow is -ait by a boy) 

Whereas some adjuncts have a fixed position, others have a 

flexible position. 

(C) Transitivity 

i\nother verb-noun relation is observed in transitivity 

which characterises predicate-object relation". •rransi tivi ty 

helps i.dentify different k',nds of objects: 

(i) Optional object (this is lT,ainly a primary object) 

(i.i) Compulsory object (this is mainly a fixed object) 

(iii) Prohibited object (U;e object is shifted .out because 

of intransitive use of the verb) 
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After the id(:::lntification of these objects, a number of transi

t.i ve structures are established. Th\:.~se transitive structures 

are erc,tablished on the types of objects fo;,nd. 

The predicates cannot categorically b<~ divided into 

transitive and intn1nsitive in Zulu. One can accept· that 

some predicates have a wider choice of ob jcscts than others. 

'l'h.ose predicates which have 1.i.mited choice of objects have 

the patient preferring the .Eirst slot while the second is 

left vacant. When the predicate has such a limited choice 

of objects we have semi-transitive structure. Transitivity 

is therefore conveniently divided into: 

(a) Non-transitive: the predicate is used in such a way that 

the object is prohibited e.g. 

U:-:-1·Cana \1:x:.:ilusa (the boy herds) 

' 
Urn.f6:11a. U .i i:ih~ },e (the boy is injured) 

In the latter example, however, the object. 

may be added, in which case it becomes 

semi-transitive. (See below). 

(b) Semi-transitive: the predicate has a limited choice of 

objects e.g. 

Jmfana Jlim6le !dol6 (the boy is injured 

in the knee) 

um'.'ana uhambc\ i:,;r',iela (the boy goes a 

journey) 

(c) Complete transitive: the, predicate has a wide ch,;,ice of 

object.,: t.h,~re an, two sub-divisions here: 

( i) mc,nc)--tr;.,.\::,; __ s :.i.. ·L :Lve:: the pi·.-::~,;< tea. Lf~ takes 

on.Ly tl:e µcLnan, object(s) e.g. 

a cow) 
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(ii) dj,tranc; i ti.ve: the predicate takes 

the primary and the secondary objects 

e.g. 

0babd 0n!ka 0mfdna incwadi (father 

gives the boy a book) 

Complete transitivity is mainly measured 

by its capacity of being used in passive 

construction i.e. it has the active and 

passive diatheses. 

Transitivity indicates versatility of the predicate in choosing 

its objects: one and the same predicate may be used in structures 

which are non-transitive, semi-transitive and ccmplete transi

tive. In Zulu, extensions play a. big role in transitivity, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Statement of Theme: 

.l..0.0 'rhis study is centred on the relations existing between 

the predicate and its subject, object and adjunct in a sentence. 

Though in the past attention has been given to the syntactic 

function of these sentence un1ts, the question of the syntac

tic component has been sadly neglected. The syntactic compo

nent would mean the categorisation under which all notions of 

a syntactic category may be grouped. The syntactic category 

would then denote the subject, object, predicate and adjunct. 

It shruld be stated that the syntactic category explains function. 

It Ls therefore essential to have the explanatory power of the 

underlying semilntic structure attached to the syntactic category. 

This ,would reveal the semantic relational features there are 

between syntactic categories. It may be noted that an effective 

study of the syntax of a language is attained by an understand

ing of these relational features. In this study it is the 

simple sentence which is investigated, and it will be realised 

that the indicative mood of the verb proper is the focal point. 

The co-referents, the so-called pronouns are eliminated to a 

large degree so that the study is mainly on noun-verb relations. 

Method 

1.2.0 Traditional syntactic analysis has done much in 

paving the way of today's approe,ch to the study of syntax. 

In this study a corpus of se:ntences was sel~ct.ed from ordinary 

conv<2rsation of the native speakers in mid-Natal and in the 
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the area of Empangeni while others have been drawn from the 

existing Zulu literature. It was rea.lised that the predicate 

matters most in the deterraination of relations: so am attempt 

has been made to minimise the diversity of nouns (,-;ubjects, 

objects and some adjuncts) by mair:.tc,:Lning some of the nouns 

right through the dissertat:Lc,n even though the predicates 

used are comparatively diverse. The sentences have had to 

include id:Lomat:Lc expressions since the heart of the language 

is its idiom, While investigating syntactic relat:Lons, it: was 

found that hitherto the study of syntm< in Zulu has bec'n 

surface-orientated and left many problems unsolved. It was 

therefore necessary to establizh s orne semantic :eelational 

In the t::~nd it was found that th(::) ideas expr(~ssed 

tie closely wU:h those of Fi .. 11 .. wre (1968), Chafe (1970) and 

S taros t.a ( 197 3) ,so that their ter;:1inology is employed where 

necessary~ It should be noted that the syntactic le-elations 

are to a de9ree determined by form in Zulu; this necessitated 

Lhe cxp1anation of certain formatives in"' syntactic perspoctive. 

'I'lir,~ study a,, '" whole is syncln:onic. 

1. 2. l In ordc,r to avoid certain ambigui t:::i.es, the indic,,.tion 

of tone was done: / '/ indicates IUG,I tone /' / LUM tone and 

/' / HIGH-LOW tone. In the text, however, only HIGH t,;·,d 

HIGH-LCW tone me,rkings are found; LOW tone has no markin9. 

In certain orderin9s, the EngJ_j __ sh idiom has suffered in 

transl,,-t-,i·ng. ;~·/re_·f·c,1'r', tc, J_-;+e1ral tr J _,_. d 
~,,, ~ - - , ..,_ v • ans .a lrl0ru3 an 1P1:rsr·rlffirr..at.::..-

ca.l Zulu SOLL ;_;unc..:e.s.,;· /! /ii.u.iicutes 0.owi1s,·tcp 01• 1(,-_.;i::~:-~ :r<~{?;istoY·, .. ~ 

1.-3.0 A distinctio!l should be maC::e between the terms used 
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in formal analysis and those in syntactic andlysis. In syn

tactic analysis mos-t of the terms used c.re found to be notional, 

hence notional definitions. In this study it has been found 

wc.lJ.-nigh unavoidable to us,~ notiom,1 lerms like subject, 

predicate, object and adjunct. 

'I'he Sentence 

1.3.1 Many definitions of a sentence have been given accord

ing to personal inclination, especially in Incle-European 

languages. But there seems to be a general agreement that a 

sentence must of necessity express "a complece thought" or 

must be "a complete utterance." Jesper.sen (1924, p. 307) 

for instance says: 

A sentence is a relatively complete and 

independent hu::<\i'ln utterance - the 

completeness and independence being shown 

by its standing alone or its capability of 

standing alone i.e. of being uttered by 

itself. 

A definition such as this shows a point in the development of 

the study of language when t,he structure of language was 
'..'J; ,.'_·:_,c:;.,•, .. , .. ,, / r 

assigned a negli.ble role. A host of othcer definitions sympto

matic of th,~ approach of .the tir:ies show clo,;e resemblance to' · 

that of Jespersen.With the upsur[\e of descriptive 1:Lnguistics 

as a science, we get definitions which show that a sentence 

has form or structure. BloorC1field (1950, p. 170) defines a 

sentence in the following way: 

An independent lin,:i-uJ.,cc,t;.i.,~ form, not included 

by virtue of any grammatical construction in 

any larger linguistic form. 
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This definition was also to a degree 1 taken up by Hockett 

(1958 p. 199) and Gleason (1961). :;:t J.s neces,rnry in this 

study to accept this definition and th,~n distinguish two 

types of sentences i.e. the contextual sc,ntoncc~ which includes 

responses, exclc1mations, co;:,ulati ves and questions e.g. Y(,bo 

(yes) , Nqezinduku (with sticks) , Nnumtlntu (it is a person) 

and.Ubani? (who)? and the representational sentence which 

minimally consist:s of the .subject: concord and the verb-stem 

aa in uyah6mb5:, (he is going). Tho representational sentence 

is productive and could account for the predicate plus its 

subj,~ct, object and adjunct as in 

tib21.bc~ Ushii.yu ifrr.·22..na i{.i:;_·L1Juhl11ngu (~:-ather thrashes the boy 

painfully) . 

It is the latter type of a sentence which is given more 

consideration in this investigation. 

Function 

.l.3.2 '11",is term will be used to indicate the position a 

noun can take in relation to the verb. In effect, it should 

be referred to as 'syntactic function' since it involves 

syntactic relations existing between word categories in a 

sentence. The hierarchical nature of a sentence manifests 

functional frames in which wo:;;:<'!.s occur, of course, taking 

into consideration that a k·ind of word may be constituted 

of a longer string than a sing.le, word. such functional L;ames 

have been called 'slots' . Cf. Guthrie ( 196.l p. 5) and r~n1ft 

(1964 p.68). The noun in Zulu may te.ke the pre-verbal slot. 

i.e. the first slot in relation to tho verb or th,e post-verbal 

slots i.e. the second and the third slots. 'I'he first slot .. ,is 
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is filled by the noun having the 'subject' function, the 

second slot by the 'fixed and primary objGcts' and the third 

by 'secondi\ry object and adjunct', cf. below for the explana

tion of these terms. A change of fund:ion or position may 

result in a change of word form in Zulu, cf. 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

' Urnf. ;~nc1 wd.J.':.he \1b6n,=;i. in}'".:.Ori1.c5 (Dis boy sees a cow) 

Inkom6 :[b6nwa nqu,11.Cclna w,,1,;,e ( the cow is seen by his boy) 

' OwGkhG umfiina ub6na :f.nkom6 (his boy sees a cow) 

Sentence (ii) differs from sentence (i) both in form and 

meanin~I, cf. umfana, the erstwhile 'subject' has become a 

copulative ncrumf,Sna in passive construction. In sentence 

(iii) 6w.'lkhe differs in foi:m from w!:\khe in ( i) and (ii); 

it has also an added nuance since it i,,, mm:e prot,tinent than 

wc-.·;,_he in the first two sentences. 

1.3.3 'i:'he term 'subject' as shown by inconsistent defini-

tions is not easy to define. Some linguists speak of logical, 

grammatical and psychological subjects. 'l'he term 'logical 

subject' is equated with 'psychological subject' and is used 

to denote that the noun in the copulative after the passive 

form is the real subject in the "active" 

sentence construction, In a sentence like \lr~f§na ushaywa 

!uv:Cse (the boy is thrashed by the father) th(~ qrammatical 

subject is urnfh1c.t and the logical or the psychological subject 

is !uy:rse. Hockett (1958 p. 201) equates the subject with the 

'topic' and 'cornrr.c,nt' with the predi.cate. l>::t t,.is nomencla

ture has its attendant difficulties. l,'i.11,cl\)re (1968 p.2.4) 

,,nd Chafe (1970 p.100) spoa,~ of 'asrcntive' and 'agent' rospc:ct:-
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ively and they only differ in depth of detail. 'l'heir app:roc,eh 

is .significant in thi,,s st.1.ldy, f;i11ce the u~:je of the tE.~rm 

•subject I is a 9eneral staternent. It is well to note lhat 

the type of predicate deterrninc,s its relationship to the so

called subjeet, hence the subject may be defined within the 

confines of a particular given sentence, cf. umf',foa uyabhala 

(the boy is writing): cause/agent 

but 

umfana uyagula (the boy is ill): patient/affective 

This shows that 'subject' is definced at ,':.i_fferent levels of 

sentence structure. On the surface structure, the subject 

is the noun in the first slot which is brought into concord

ial agreement with the predicate. In deep structure, the 

position of the noun is not so important since the subject is 

often associated with the cause/agent of an aetion or state. 

In a passive construction 1 the agentive copulative noun 

has been the subject of tlie "active" equivalent. It is 

therefore essential to include the se;nantic notions under 

the subject to show the nature of its relationship to the 

predicate, 

1.3.4 Like the subject, the object is often define,, in 

terms of logical, grammatical and psychological object. 

The object has also been viewed as: 

that part of a clause which undergoes 

action of the predicate and is usually 

~xpressed by ~aeans of a substantive I and/ 

or an ob .;,c'ct concord. cf. LIMI, No. 10 

(1970, p.22). 
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Con.cerning such defi:ni tions I J'es,rx~rs<;~n ( 192.:,1. p.157) queites 

Sweet who said: 

With such verbs as be.::.1.t, cr.::..rr.y, et.c., the 

accusative uarnist,:iJ,~i;i_bly denotf;s tl-H~ 

object of the acL_on expressed by the verb, 

but with such verbs as~' he~, it is clearly 

a metaphor to talk of an 'object' . A man 

cannot be beaten wi tl,out feelin,:, it but he 

can be seen wi_thout knowing about it, and in 

many cases there is no action or volition at 

all involved in seeing. 

In Zulu, as in n:any other lans,'Uages, the type of verb used 

detennines the nature of relationship between the predicate 

and the noun of the second slot, The objoct therefore, may 

be regarded as the noun which L1 primary word-order occupies 

the second and/or third slot and upon which action may be 

brought to bear. Such a noun espocially the one of the seeond 

slot. may readily take the OC in rnany i.ns'l~.ances. Gutli.rie 

( 1970, p. 94) rightly observed tl1at there are different typ,,rn 

of objects: 

This term is used to refer to a nomincJ.l 

which, in the no:rr~1ctl word-order, can be 

supported by a verbal only in a position 

following the verbal, either imr,iedia tely 

or after anot.h~&r object-) The objects 

considCt"ed ... n i.:i1clud0 th:.t"00 types 1 

1 direc-t:. 1
, 

1 fixed 1 and I indirect 1 ~ 

In t}:i.is study ·the terms I fixed 1 
, '1_:.;cima:::ny I and 1 .second~-:i.ry 1 

will be used. These objects r,-.-,,,:~fest varying degrees of 

cohesion. The fixed object (complement) coheres maximally 
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with the predicate; the pri.rn,,.ry object has a fair cohesion 

with the predicate wher~1as the secondary obj(,ict minimally 

coheres with the predicate. The fixed object (complement) 

cannot takt;;: the OC in the l)reC:.i.cate and it does_ not rea.dily 

form a s<,,mantic unit on its own; it complements the meaning 

of the predicate as in idiomc1tic exprecssions e.g. umfana 

uqina idolo (the boy stiffens thee knee i.e. the boy gets 

courage). 

The primary object is capable of h"'ving the QC in the pre

dicate i.e. it readily takes the OC and its position is 

flexible e.g. 

t'.i.tnf,~nc1. Usha.ya :tnkom6 (the boy hits a cow) 

umfiina uyavishchra inkomo (the hoy hits the cow) 

'I1he secondary object, ;i.n this study, refers to that object 

wi·~.:·:,c~-1 co-occurs with the p::in1ary object and which is not in 

1J.t·:.y way conjoined i .. e. it is not associated w:ith another 

object 'lh:cou.-;:(1 the cor~r1ective ~~~ In noJ~rnal word-or-der 

,i·C Lollows the primary object ar~d does not take the oc in 

th1.;'? pre di ca te e .. g .. 

Ubabci. Ut1D<:,d 1..b;fana'. incw.::;d:[ (fathe:c gives the boy a book) 

in which case incwadi is the secondary object. The term 

'secondary object' has also been applied by oti1er Bantu 

lir:qu:J.sts to secondary fon,,s of nouns in examples such as 

t.'.rc,Li\na ush,1ya in:,.01116 nqencluku (the boy hits a cow with a :c,tick) 

where nccer:duku is regarded ,,s a seconC:tu::y object, 'rhe term 

wi.J .. 1 not be e)<:.r':~nded that far in ti1is study since suc!1 

secondary .fr;__1rrns take up particula.:c :.:·.:-1lc:..·~,;;,.c;;-1 i.:n t}1,~; ser·~ti:;::·; .. ·,1::e. 

Ir1 fact such forms modify the prec;'..:i .. c,s:_}t..e ;).nd are t1-;/:!X-e~:·ore 

ro:fe:i.:-red to as ad jun eta in i:~}-;_:i. '·",' t.'• '..:.1.ldy.. 1 .. : ,:·:\r t:i.:·a,n.s iti vit.y 
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some other minor types of objects will be ~stab1i;:;hed i:nainly 

on the semantic basis. 

1. 3. 5 In Zulu, and by implication in the Bdntu larn;;·cisJge:;;, 

the predicate is cons ti. tut:ed of t}1e verb proper and pc,rtly 

t11e copulative. In thi5 sji:u6,y th<=: ernpha.sis is on the Zulu 

verb. :tn syntax we s,rnll refer to the verb as the predicate. 

Doke (1961, p. 12",) defines a verb as: 

a word which signi,fies an action connected 

with a substa;1tive or the state in which a 

substantive is, and is broug,,t into 

concox·dial agreement therewith (except when 

used imperative:i_y) by subjectival concord. 

1l'his is a notional d.efini ti .. on a.nd it has something to commend 

since it makes mention of ve1.··~)-11.oun relati,,Gnship. 1~~ow0ver, 

this definition does not exp.lain the q,i:Lddity of the verb. 

Furthermore Doke mentioas only t;,e 'sub jectival concord' as 

if the predicate could not take the object concord. Van Wyk 

who used to fo.llow Reichling in. 'bis conception of a word 1 

tried ·to delitni t a verb acco:::ding to stru(.:tu~al linguis tice-.:. 

He CC:)ns idered it to be a word w.i tl1 a nb:cmal phonological 

structure and b.aving a valence to be 1\1odified by advt.::~1.-bs. 

Vide Ziervog,=11, (1964-, p. 213). 

Ziervogel /J.964, p. 218) do,,s not view the verb so much 

E'rom the syntactic perspecti.ve, but defines it forrn,;::1.l.ly as 

follows: 

u.it9,mg, maar dj_t kan allerlei modale en 

ander voor- en agtc:.r= voegsels aanneem wat 
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eers tot uitbreiding van die stam aar1leiding 

word. 

Ziervogel takes morphology into consideration. His mention 

of mood and tense is fundc=,.1.rnental ir,1pcJrtance since the 

verb-stem having the SC and/or OC is conceived in a parti

cular mood and tense. Doke ob.,;erves in his definition that 

the verb may be sub-categorised into actions and states. 

Chafe (1970, p. 95) ,1.;i.s three sub-categories i.e. states, 

processes and actioas. 'l'hese sub-categories are important 

i..n the deter.mi.nation of se~11an tic relations of nouns to ve:rbs 
1 

and this plac,as the r>recJ.ic~.1.t.e in a central position in any 

represent~tional sentence~ 

Sexantic Retatio~s 

l. 3. 6 In ·the structural analysis of the represent,,tional 

SE:1ntence :tu Zulu, it is found ·::.·.J:-:i.at the A'~Oun and pre di cat(.~ 

co-occur as is shown by the fact t;;at the vex·b is connected 

with the noun ti,rough the concord of th;:;t particular noun 

(except when used imperatively). 

;c, part from the co-occurrence of a predicate and a noun, 

there are semantic relations exp.::essed in terms of noun 

features. 'I'he relational feat..:;:es are determined by" the kind 

of predicate used. Starosta (1973, p.12) sub-categorises 

a cz~~sation class and a 

each of tl--..~~sc~ would hi\"VE] i.tti ovrn individual ca.:;:ie forrn."'"' 
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in a central position. In this .:.::tudy suc~·1 1 c::..::;e relationships 1 

The LSFs are dot(~rrnincd ·:~-y the act.ion, proc,~~:;:.;; and st:.(:Jte of 

the predicate. Hence the sub-categories (actior1s 1 processes 

and states) of the rJredica.te are d~::te;:cra.iEa,nts of noJn lia.ison 

·::,i::::,atures. 

predicate and subj<;:ct, obji.;~Ct an.d a6junct. 

ly attempt to reconcile dee.,, structure to surface configu

rations though these features are not nGcessarily dcpend,mt 

on the .surface confi.qv.rations in Zulu. In this study there 

is a handful of cecns used to indicate semantic relations of 

nouns to prec'::L ca te. Sarne of thesc'J i::er-ms have been taken from 

Fillmore and Starosta and others from Lauw. The most i:nportant of 

these terms a.re defined below; 

(a) Causation - ~3sistive. 

by Starosta. In this study it w:cll necessarily indicate the 

cause or initiator of action or pro~ess., Such a cause or 

as used by Lauw (1971, p.7); 

Ass is ti ve indicates that trie subs tan ti ve 

assists the process, action etc. indicated oy 

Causati.or~•''"•ass:Lstive rnay l)e associated witl-~ the so-called 

1 logical subj0ct 1 c~~ 

where both ==="'-' ~;:;.1---..d 

I.SP .. The Cc,_,-,ation - assist.i.ve :..a a :;:,r:l.mary LSF and is 
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Lauw (1971, p. 9) has a vs_ew coe1curring wit;, that of Fillmore: 

Ti·1e agentive . . . is dssociated with the pr ima1:y 

f~ature assistive e1nd t..he q()neral semfintic 

characteristic, animate~ 

age:r~tives. T,1e instrumental is mostly the inanimate insti-

gator of action or process~ Lauw (1971, p.9) says: 

It is racher difficult to keep the concepts of 

The instr~mental may also be animate e.g~ tlmf~na ~casha 

the uncle). The 

ag-entive and :tnstrumental are bound by the primar-y 1:eature of 

causation.. When the agentive and in:::1trume:r.tal occur s.imul~ 

taneously within the environment of the same pn~dicate, the 

instrur,1ental is mapp<c1d onto a noun with adjunct func;tion, cf. 

1..lmfc'ina 1.5.sl~.aya S:r~korn6 nqGnduJ'.;.u ( the boy hi ts a cow with a stick) 

where l5mftr:.:-:1 is the ager ... tive and n.ocir.d.ul.::-.u, th(~ i.n~~t:r.urnental. 

However, in the passive both the agentive and instrumental 

may have 

(the cow is hit by a boy wit;, a stick). Such co-occurrence 

of agentive and instrume~·:tal has atl a6di.tional featut'~ c.:if 

cornitative, which is defined ,;;y Lc,-,,~w (l.071, p.12) as follows: 

is co-ordinated or &ssociated w.i th another. 
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l1e is a good stick-fighter), 

wht1re Jnduku }'li-J.S C()Vert instrumental ISF in both sentences. 

( C) Pa.tj_ont.-fa.ctive .. The term 1 pf~.tient I as usec~. by Starosta 

shows the contrast of causation. 

study to indicate the noun upon which the state is brought 

to bear or the noun which is tho target of action e.g. 

inkom6 lfilc~ (the cow is dead) 

is breaking up) 

with t}1e prcdic<.:1.te. The factive is a primary LSF and :i.s 

The patient and the 

factiv.:::-; are used together b~;a:cause the distinction betwei.?n 

th,~m is often blurred by the f::,;ct that they di.sp.lay non

causation. 

( ci.) Locative. T'nis has been def .. i.nc.~d Dy Fil~~-rn.ore (1968, p.25) 

as.: 

identified by the-) verb. 



l.3.7 

Ve-:cy often th~ tc-::l.·-rns 1 adjunctf 

1 <ldverb I and I co:nplernen·t:. 1 a:ce used alte:rne,ti vely. In this 

being in line with notiona.:L t.el.'.1ns li'k.e predicate, subject a.nd 

a:) ji;:~ct.. P.ttention should b~~ dra.wt'l to the covert and overt 

adjuncts, cf. 

~babi ,idl& izolo (father ate yesterday) 

'I'his difficulty is p::::ctially settled by the fact that the 

o:.)j.-:~ct is t~-~e nau:·: which can be r0ferred to by the concord 

in t:·1e p:ccdicate w}J.cr~;?as the adjunct cannot havE~ a concord 

1n t~e predicate as in ,iha~l ~JudJ,;[le ~zolo (father ate dry 

'I'he c:ci te:cion of 

It is a p::;.:op<~rty of i terns partici1..Jr:ltin9 in an object

relationship that they may also par'c:icipate i.n a 

subject-relationship, and c:::::·i.0 way of e:xposii·1g 

differences of transitivity is to transposti th0 

lexical items. 

' J (dry porridge has been 
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by father)~ 

transryascd it does not consti·t~te " 
OJ:'.' passi.VE) cc:.-• .strucLion .. 

be brought to bear on :C.::::.() ::.o wbereas with -L:zolo I it can. P-,,.::3 

a modifier1 ·;::.11e. ad.JG.net i.s both \"c-'i.tho\;i,t concord a~1d without 

tense I o.Ld it a .. mplifies thlJ verbal piece i.ti the sent~-::nce ~ 

Many nouns whose initial vowel has been inflected have adjunct 

function .. The adj',,.;.nct is I in t.he main, ct secondary form with 

a few exce~::-tions .. 

1 .. 4~0 Eaving understood the connotation of the su:Oject and 

object, it can n.ow be assur:,~::::ci. thdt the.:r:e is prio.r•ity of 

sequence for ti1ese nouns. T,10 distribution is initia11y 

It is also 

considered after the serna~--..~::.~~c relati,on~? of noun.:s to verbs hav,~ 

been appreciated. 

occupies the first slot e .. g. 1' 

the patient is usually the object in a sentence which already 

(he giveG the c~ild money). is 

J..4.1 



J._1,:;, 

S·.Jch vcr·bs wi.11 have the 

boy) 

where \1'c.ise1bd. is the noun of the f:irst slot ,;md 1..\mfSna that of 

r111ese verbs cctn combine wi t"J·1 throo nouns, e ~9-

where l'frn,:~·.u~x~ is the .noun of the first slot, :Lnqa .. n1'=~ of the 

Fi~~lly dis•tribution is examined after passive 

L:co.n0forrt1,::;..t.ic,;-1 .;:.nd shifting of nouns hc-:.ve takG:n ple.ce (second-

posi·tions in a sentence. Sometimes both the subject cirid 

The nouns may be left out and only their 

When the sub j.:;;:ct 

taking up new f·.__:.::ction I cf~ ;::.g'-'::.~ntive identif.i.cati ve copulative~ 

1.5.0 



J_') 

object is illtered, the qilesticn of focus 1 definiteness ~nd 

indefini.toness comes i~to t:he pictur0. Pocus is used here to 

of a scnt .. cnce .. ~:- · ..... ; .. , 
._. ....,_ '-J• ,I 

the sa1.11e way. For tiK, 

cl""lange of word o:i;(~.er in a given .sii:~\?le .sentence rather than 

( ' ' j_) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

' i:--J>;. 1.):r1.6 isl-1,~\vv-.:a :1.,nfi:E.::~·:.'1& ( ;::r:10 cow :~s hit by the boy) 

I -i 
\ ,., 

by the boy) 

~/hows nor~·ual or ordinary dist:cibut.ion (ii) 

Both (i) and (ii) are s~mple sentences. 

Such c~pu1ative-r()1at.ive focus is common when pro-

a cow) 

Note al,:;o how t.> 



cowl u boy) : 

as will be seen ·later. 

1. 5. l DG!f ir:.iten(~Ss ci.ot:.•s r1.ot. nec::e.ssar.LLy coinc.id~i wi t:1 focus_ 

defi:-,ite: ftcl.l L:fo:c;-,.":.,tion mt:st be g.i.ven so that 

in gi.vJ.ng a ve:cy_ Q.efinite idt~a of what is Eixpress(;~d 

by the partic1.: .. 1 .. 

ln Zul11 definiteness is @ainly ~eflccted in the predicate 

t11ro~ah J.ts long fc.:m(s) and concord(s). A dofinite nouni be 

cow) v1he:ci:J the Sli.bject. a:n.d l~he object are defin,i te .. 'l'his 

.1.5.2 Indefiniteness denote~ vagueness of informatic~ 

contained in the sentence. It is usually expre;;>sed by the short 

fo:i.:'in o:C the predicate, oraission of the concord or preprefix 

( i) 

l5C,}'1(·.:,'-; 
--~~.-.,-., . 

• . , :1· : ) 
\, ..I., _._ 

( i; in (ii) .,,..t, 
_,.,_,..:....:'._1 inde-
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,, .. : ',' '· 
\ .l. 1...:.. ) 

definite. 

J.,. 

sa.-ae rne~i.su,re o'f :i.ndefinitcness. This 

and &n invariable 

is somew~-:..at ind.si:inite; :Li1 ::orm t~'~i.s concord is like tl:i.e 

pc)ssessive concord, 

tense sc differs 

cf". 

tb.e initic:-:.l. vcwel N 

L6.0 



:Eron; the I agent 1 
( or I i:.ic"tor 1 

) to the 

Even tho,;g:-1 so17le cri tici:sm J,'.\y be level.led at ,:Che notion,~1 

the fj_;:.-,:;t ::;lc,')t (Dt.:.bjcct) and th;;·~t of the u12cor1d ~5lOt (object.) 

{the boy ..:..0.::, 

The noun 

{, ·.~-::-·,·_:,_ ·i: ·.--:. c·n :·:: ,:) ----



1.6.1 

It may be mention0d here 

rion of eatablish~~g transitivity since it tr~nsposes the 

knat rr,o:ce, causat.ivi ty _p.li:~y.s an 

(1968, p.350) 

place ' \.rerbs. 

vex.·bs rc.specti.v-3ly .. 



In Zulu the neuter 

could walk). 

t.ran5itivizing· ten6.t:=:t1cy wher~ it is used without the oc e .. g. 

1.6.3 It rna.y be concl1;,(;.c~d that predj,cates cannot. catego-

ric:z..lly be dichoto;nised in-::o the t:rf.i.nsi ti ve and intrar1s ... ,. 

itivo .. 

i:3 traJ1si ti.ve .. Witi1 causativity 

·L-:..i::::i act.i,on ic no longeJ: confined to tho fi:::-st noun but 

stops a c.:1.r). 

tirn1;:~s cc1lled second,;·· --~.r object.) has beea ii--:..clud.ed under tran

.si t.ivity, .1.n thi~~ study it is exc_::._;_ded .since it does not throw 

muc::r.c -~--ig-}1.t on tl·1e problem of tra.r.::;;J.tivit~y7 the adjunct is 

;rn.a:i.n~Ly descri;)"l.:.1 ve in charac·:::.er .. 

1. 7. 0 The quest:i.or~ of t.c-~.-)~3i:: is one which poses somG .<:··,~.'.:'oblerns -
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As a syn·tactic category tenso indi.catcs 1 ti.me relations' as 

Lyons (1968, p.3O4) puts it. Doke (:i.961, p.162) diffor-

en tiates five tense~ in Zulu i ~ ;_;_; + the presc::nt t(~nSC), the 

irnme;~diate future, tho remote future, tho immedi.,:~tc p2:.0(,, and 

the remote past. It sliou.ld be made clear, however, that there 

is a difference ·between tE1nse and time. rrense :Ls a verb form 

which rnay, but not n1.,=:icessa:i:·i,:i_y so, indicate time i.e. tense is 

.surface and tirne belongs to deep structure. 'l.'his could be de

monstrated by the following sentences; 

( . \ 
;LI nqihdn1ba nqonydka 6zavo ( I am going next year) 

(ii) bE'noicel,'1 \1kudla ( could I please have food) 

(j.) .•~.:~rihamba i.s a present tense form but noonyak,c 6zayo 

indicates a tir,.e in the future; beng.ic0.la in (ii) has a form 

t:·.cc,t surfae:.,,, structure in tense concerns verb form and deep 

,,;truct:Loccr,, cn,·,cern.s meaning. Ziervogel (1959, p.134) notes the 

c1 :_C:Ce.;~c,r,ce between tense and time in his study of Ndebele in 

indication of time 1 of which, basically, 

there are three: pre.sent, past and future. 

In Nd. this is only partially true, 

as in the case of moods, tenses are 

.. ~- " . -

.LL,...:.., 

a forrnal exp:::>assio:i.;. of an action which is 

not bound v-1ith tirne. 

J~n many grammars te.nse is treated f:o:c~1a.:ly a~-~J. the syntactic 

category of t.cinse involving rneani'i"..S is nE.\i;:,:lected. In act:.·v.al 

Znlu speoch it is often r-eal:..si::~d that the use of ter~.se ·-varies 
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Moc:,d 

l. 7 .1 '..:'Le predicate in Zulu i.s found in diffenmt forms 

according to different tenses of moods. Drnd1e:r defines 

mood as: 

A special form assumed by the VE>rb in 

order to make some special manner in which 

that connection between a subject and a 

predicate which every verb implies is 

viewed by the speaker. Cf. LIMI (1970, p.23), 

However, a more comprehensive definition is given by the 

Dictio.t1a.r.y .:yf Linguistics: 

One of the variations employed in the 

conjugation of a verb to express the manner 

or form in which the action or state denoted 

by the verb is performed or exists. 

'l'he residuum of both these definitions concerns the 

'special form or variation' of the verb and the 'mannex:' in 

which it is used according to the demands of linguistic 

situation, Doke has distinguished seven moods in Zulu but in 

this study five moods ai:e mentioned, viz_. the indicative, the 

participial, the subjuD,c,tive, the imperative and the infini

tive. The conventional treatment of moods in Zulu .i.s its elf 

open to some i;·,vestigation, but that falls beyond the scope 

of. this stuC:y. 

1, 7. 2 This is a primary mood because, a.l.1 t,,ings beir,g equal, 
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it states a fact. Some linguists call this mood, a fact rac,od 

and others call it ..=1 declaratj.ve ~ Doke finds f:i.v0 tenses fo:r· 

th.is mood= the present I the immedia. te fu tur;(.~ , thf) remote f~ turo 
1 

the irmnediate past and the re.note past. This mood has long 

and short tense forms. The present tense long form often 

indicates definiteness and may be aecompanied by an OC if the 

predicate combines with two nouns (two-place verbs) e.g. 

umfiitna uvahambc: (the boy is going) 

umfana uyayishava (the boy hits it) 

The present:. tense short form indicates indefiniteness and is 

therefore always accompanied by the object or adjunct. 

1,7.3 The immediate past i.e. the 1:::€rfect conveys two dif-

ferent meanings: first, it signifies an action or state which 

has been completed or a state resulting from a completed 

action e.g. uhambile (he has gone), u.lcile (he is asleep). 

Second, it signifies an action or state which has been going on 

up to the immediate past as for the be- tenses e.g. 1Jlxfo&mba 

(he has been going), ubehcu11bilc (he has beea going then), 

ubellsle (he has been asleep). 'L'he immediate past (perfect) 

is also marked·by the long and th<a short forms which indicate 

definiteness and indefiniteness re.spoctively e.g. u;nfana 

gone by himself). 

1,7.4 'l'ioe past tense of the indicative has three forms cf. 

( i) zah,'.\mba ( they went) 
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In (i) the short fo:cm of the past tense men)ly states what 

lwppenc,d whereas in (ii) the presence of the SC -zi.- gi vc,s 

defin:Ltenes.s to the .subjea~ct .. In (iii) the long fo1.1n is .;;ho\.1/n 

by the auxiliary predicate -be- which indicates an a,;tion or 

state that was happcming rather than the action which happened. 

It therefore gives definiteness to the predicate. In the 

future tenses this -bee- indicates U1e action or state that will 

be nappening rather than the one which will happen, cf .. l'izohamba 

(he will go) vs, 1faobc 611c:,,::,)a (he will be going). 

1.7.5 The participial is linked with the indicative in the 

formation of tenses. It, however, differs from it in that it 

is predictable in its distributional patterns and there is 

d.i.fference in tone. Some Bantu linguists doubt the existence 

of this mood. Doke hir,,self calls this verb form, a mood in his 

Text Book of Zulu Grammar but in his Zulu Syntax and Idiom, he 

calls it a sub-mood as he says: 

it is seriously questionable 

whether this is a mood at a:!.l. 

Cf. Doke (1955, p.107). 

Wl1atever the case may be, t:1is verb form is different from 

the indicative in its ,,,clationship to the noun. 

1. 7. 6 Though 1'.'· t<~n,ies of tho participial may equal 'Ll'1,.1t of 

the indicative i~·1 r1um:ber I they do nc:,t have t}ie same i'.\inction, as 

those of the indicative. Tho pa.1::,,icipial must be precc'ded by 

t.he indicat.:i ve or au)~iliary 1:r:::-ed.icate. When :.;~t is preceded by 

another predicate it indicates concomitant activity e.g. 

ziwa z,ivuka(they fall getting up). In this instance it is 
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quite obvious tha·t the so-called present tense indicates a 

state in wtlich the substantive finds itself: 

ziwa zivt\ka (they fall getting up) 

2.iwd zivi.\ka (they have fallen getting up) 

z.§.wa zivuka (they fell getting up) 

zi2,owa zivi.\ka (ttey will fall getting up) 

ziy6wa zivuka (they will fall getting up) 

Here the participial does not necessarily indicate simultaneous 

action. The participial mood operates as a dependent clause.· 

It also functions as a qualificative when used with the rela

tive concord e.g. ab,fotu abahamba n jalo bayakhulurna (people 

who alwa,y s traveJ. talk). 

The Subjunctive 

1.7.7 In defining this mood, Ziervogel (1952, p,110) says: 

'l'he subjunctive mood denotes an <1ction 

subordinate to or depending on a preceding 

action mentioned, implied or understood .•• 

'l'his mood is characterised by the ending 

.::§_ in the present tense of the positive 

conjugation. Only two.basic tenses are 

found in this mood: a present tense and a 

narrative tense. 

In talking about the tenses of this mood Doke (1961, p.186) 

says: 

So far only one subjunctive mood tense, the 

present-future, is generally recognised; 

but there are several,some of which differ 

from indicative mood tenses in tone only. 

There are, however, in this mood no 
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distinction of implication, and only in the 

past,of manner. 

The main signifi.cance of the subjunctive is to express 

a wish or an aim. Under certain circumstances, however, it 

may refer to some actual consecutive action or state e.g. 

nqifi.\na a'hambc {I would that he goes): wish or aim; uv1.fka agc3_£ 

;kl.lo (he wakes up, washes himsc:lf and goes): actual consecutive 

action. When the subjunctive follows the indicative i.e. when 

there is no explicit or implicit conjunctive or auxiliary 

predicate it refers to actual consecutive action or state. In 

nqifuna ahambe, the conjunctive ukuthi is implied whereas :i.n 

uvuJ~a ;,,.q,~ze, no conjunctive is implied. 

1.7.9 'l'he occurrence of the subjunctive clauses is very 

predictable in the immediate constituent of complex sentences. 

rt is strj.ct1y preceded by ukuthi, uk15ze and uk\5ba. It may 

also be preceded by auxiliary predicates such as -mane, -vele, 

-simze, -cishe, -male etc, in which case the clause of auxiliary 

and subjunctive need not be dependent e.g. wacishe wal,amiJa (he 

nearly went). In consecutive actions, the subjunctive consti

tutes co-ordinate sentences i.e. a covert connection is expressed 

by the subjunctive, cf. 6vuka ag:§ze f1dl.e. The subjunctive 

clause may function independently when it is used hortatively: 

Mas{hanibe (Let us go) and in 'permissive interrogation': Sihami,e"t 

(Must we go?) 

The Infinitiv1-: ,,,-,a Imperative 

1.7.10 These moods are grouped together because they do not 

r; ,m the sc. They have also limited tense. The infinitive 
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has both the verbal and the nominal characteristics: 

Verbal characteristics 

(i) It can take the oc e.g. ukuriib6na kudinm,ki.le (to see 

him is nccessouy) . 

(ii) It can be extended e.g. ukubonwa k1.1dingek.U.e ( to be 

seen is pecessary). 

(iii) It can take the negative formative -nga- e,g. ukungab6ni 

kurnbi (not to see is bad). 

(iv) It can be preceded by auxiliary predicate e.g. uphose 

ukul:i.mala (he was nearly hurt). 

(v) It can take the future auxiliary e.g. ukuzosebenza kwtikhe 

kuyajabulisa (his com.ing to work is appreciated). 

(vi) It can take the reflexive formative -zi- e.g. ukuzib6na 

Nominal characteristics 

( i) It has the noun class prefix uku-. 

(ii) It can take the subject function and as such take the SC 

in the predicate e.g. ukuhamba kuzala induna (travelling 

begets experience). 

(iii) It can be qualified e.g. ukuhamba 6kui'ile nakhu (here is 

smooth walking) . 

(iv) It can take the object function and as such take the OC in 

the predicate e.g. uyakuc .. ,,inda 15kudlala (he likes playing). 

1. 7, 11 The imperative is a form of addre,w usually directed 

to the second person e.g. H,eimba: (go)! When the predicate 

takes the object, the imperative assumes the termina'i:.ive -e of 

the subjunctive and the OC is used wi.thout any px:eceding SC e.g. 

mshaye umfana (hit the boy). W': .. ~ the imperative is directed 

to the third person, the prefixa_;_ formatives~- and are 
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used with the subjur:ctive mood e.g. maziclle (let them eat). 

The future of the imperative is usually expressed by -.,.".,

e.g .. \1b6h,i:nba ( you will have to go). 

I " 
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CHAPTER II 

SOME SEMANTIC FEATURES EXc'i,ESS!NG THE SUB,JECT AND os,:mcT 

IN THE PRBDICA'l'E 

2.0.0 The focal point of the ;sentence i;s the predicate. In 

most instances the predicate include;s the subject and/or the 

object through the concord sy;stem of Bantu languages. Not 

only is the relationship between ;subject, predicate and object 

expressed by concords, but there is also the question of 

diatheses and ;sub-diatheses, Word order too, plays no minor 

role in determining the semantic relations of nouns to verbs. 

'rhe Subject concord showing anaphoric class agreement and 

degrees of subject-predicate relationship 

2.1.0 The subject concord (SC) is in many instances the indi

cation of the subject with which it i;s in restricted relationship. 

Such a concord is a restricted one. There are, however, instan

ces where the SC is unrestricted i.e. apparently not conforming 

to the subject or subjects it repre;sents. Note the following 

instances: 

(i) uhamba njalo ubaba (father always goes). 

(ii) kuhamba ubaba njalo (there father goe;s always): 

. In ( i) the SC .!!,.- is restricted to the subject ubaba, while in 

(ii) the SC ku- class 15 is not restricted to ubaba class l(a). 

Dissimilar scs u;sed with the same noun ubaba, cause different 

nuances in ( i) and (ii). In Zulu sentences rarely do we fin,. a 

predicate.without concord. The predicate with the noun cf the 

first position is the favourite type, which noun i;s always 
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expressed in the predicate. It should be realised that if two 

or more nouns of the first position i.e. con joined subjects, 

are used, concord agreement is much more involved. 

The Concord for the con joined sub ·"1ects 

When the predicate takes more than one subject, it 

usually has some preferences about the concord to be used. 

These preferences are determined by meaning. The ordering of 

·nouns and predicate has a role to play in these preferences. 

2.1.2 The subject concord in Zulu is of prime importance in 

subject-predicate relationship. It is a surface manifestation 

of a relation which obtains between the noun(s) of the first 

position and the predicate. As a formative, the SC indicates 

different relations. With reference to the concord for the 

conjoined subject, the relations may be: 

(a) restricted or marked 

(b) partially restricted or partially marked 

(c) unrestricted or unmarked 

'I'he restricted relation, as has been observed, abundantly 

occurs with one subject or subjects belonging to the same class 

(1) (2) 
e.g. 6baba n6mame bayahamba (fathers and mothers are going). 

The concord may, however, deviate from its noun class and on 

that basis still establish a restricted relation;cf. 
(1) (2) (3) 

ubaba nensfzwa nentbmbaz!l.ne bci.yahamba (father, the young man 

and the girl are going). Here restriction is based on human 

vs. non-human: Qe- is marked for human though they may belong 

to d iff(lrent noun cla.ss,~s. 'l'he word order of the con joined 

subjects depends on the speaker, and does not affect the concord 
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in this instance. Usually the subject which is placed first 

indicates the more important and the one placed last, 

the less important. At times it is from the less important to 

the more important. The order of importance may be determined 

by social status, human vs. non-human, and animate vs. in

animate. This order of importance does not play an important 

role in impromptu speech whereas in stylistic and deliberate 

talk it does, and even more so in written work. 

2,1.3 The predicate may prefer to attach the concord of the 

more important subject only and other subjects are merely 

appended wherein another important dimension crops up in sub

ject-predicate relation: 
(1) (2) (3) 

~u~y~a~h~am=b=a'-"u~b~a~b~a=1~n~e~n~s~i~z~w=a~1_,.n~e~n~t~6~m~b=a~z~a~n=e (along goes father with 

the young man and the girl). Here the concord starts the 

sentence, and the main subject immediately follows the verb 

form with-:¥:!-• The focus is on the predicate. The concord 

1!.- is not solely marked for humans, anyway. However, when 

it occurs with one subject it indicates restricted concord e.g. 

uyahamba ubaba (father is going). When additional subjects 

are adjoined then it is neutralised and becomes partially 
(1) (2) (3) 

restricted as in uyahamba ubaba, nensizwa, nent6mbazane 

(along goes father with the young man and the girl). This type 

of relation also occurs in different word order, cf. 
(1) (2) (3) 

ubaba uhamba nensizwa nent6mbazane (father goes with the young 

man and the girl) in which case the main subject precedes the 

verb form without-~- while others follow this predicate. 

Partial restriction is even clearer where non-human subjects 
(1) (2) . (3) 

are includecl,cf. indoda nentbmbazane bahamba n,ehashi (the man 

and the maiden are going along with the horse) but 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) 
:tndoda nentombazane n&hashi bahamba nenq6la (the man, the 

maiden, and the horse are travelling with a cart). Here we 

have a pleasant shift of priorities in word order occasioned, 

firstly, by human vs. animal, secondly by animate vs. inanimate. 

2, l. 4 'l'he importance of focus and word order is well illus

trated by the following sentences: 

(i) izink<lbi, nabantu, ziyalima (the oxen as well. as the 

people are ploughing) 

(ii) zilima nabantu, izink&bi (they 'the oxen' as well as the 

people are ploughing) 

(iii) abantu, nezink&bi, bayalima (the people, as well as the 

oxen are ploughing) 

(iv) abantu balima ngezink<lbi (the people are using oxen in 

ploughing) 

In (i) the concord zi- agrees with izink<lbi and this shows that 

izink<lbi is the point of focus whereas nabantu is usually said 

with pauses before and after to indicate that it is of relative

ly less importance. In (ii) the focus is on the predicate. 

Abeintu in (iii) becomes the point of focus. sentence (iv) 

throws sane light once more on the position of a noun and its 

form on the one ha.n<;fmd the type of LSF established on the other: 

balima ngezi.nk&bi p:resuppCEes that izink&bi ziyalima. Here 

izink&bi occurs as a subject but when the priority of the human 

occurs against non-human, izink&bi occurs post-verbally as an 

adjunct (secondary form) cf. abantu bal:tma ngezinkil.bi where 

ngezink&bi is overtly an instrumental. Both abantu and nqezink&bi 

are also assistive: Vide Louw (1971, p.12). In this instance 

the assistive is bound up with comitative LSF. Cf. abantu, 

nezink&bi, bayal:tma where the comitative implies the co-opera

tive effort performed by both abantu and :tzinkil.bi. 
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2,1.5 Xt has been observed that conjoined subjects may occur 

with pauses after them, cf. the first three sentences in the 

above paragraph. The pauses are relative and depend on the 

degree of fastness or slowness of speech. These pauses have 

a bearing on prosodic syntax or what Dr Letele (1955, p.63) 

calls 'syntax relation', When he says: 

Syntax relation of words in a sentence is 

indicated in various ways, such as: the 

order of words in the ·sentence, the 

concord agreement between words, the kind 

of inflectional elements occurring in words, 

the occurrence of Lcn,:,j;h, tho '.L'ono patterns in 

which words occur and the kind of tonal 

transition from one word to another. 

the importance of juncture or pause as affecting prosodics is 

clearly seen, Full length on the pemilt is a boundary marker 

for a pause. The tonal feature may distinguish the concord 

with regard to tense and mood e.g. compare the ba- concord of 

the indicative present with that of the remote past: 

abantu, nezinka.bi, balima ins'i:mu (the people as well as the 

oxen are ploughing the field). 

abantu, nezinkll.bi, bll.lima ins.imu (the people as well as the 

oxen ploughed the field) 

The b!l.-/baa-/, whose length is markedly full, indicates the past, 
j' 11' • ' I I. I,, l ' 

the one i.e. ba-/ba-/ whose length is short indicates the 

present. With regard to the conjoined subjects, the pause 

usually indicates the presence of the main and minor subjects. 

The main subject takes the SC, in the predicate: the minor 

does not and as such is indefinite e.g. umame, nengane, ufikile 

(mother as well as a baby has arrived). A pause may therefore 
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be the result of partially restricted congruence. In certain 

orderings, however, focus may cause a pause e.g. icu.lo, umam6 

uya.licula (*the song, mother sings it). 

2.1.5 The ku- SC occurring with conjoined subjects expresses 

the third type of re.lation i.e. the unrestricted congruence. 

The concord itse.lf is comp.letely neutra1 concerning the 

conjoined subjects: 

<imadoda nezintbmbi n6zingane kuyahilll\ba (men, maidens and children 

are walking) 

unUotha nezinkuni namalahle kufikile (ash, wood and coa1 have 

been brought) . 

In the above sentences~- can on1y be used with the first 

sentence. Bowever, M- may be used with human, animate and 

inanimate in any combination, It is therefore unrestricted 

in usage. l<u- is significant in showing sentence types having 

conjoined subjects: 

(a) Kuhamba umfana nentombazane (There go a boy and a gir1). 

Here the predicate is the head of the sentence: the predicate 

must take the SC since it is not an imperative. The M

stabilises the predicate and brings it into line with the 

linguistic canons of Nguni. The meaning of this concord is 

neutral and typifies indefinite subject(s). In the above 

examp.le ku- cannot be replaced by the SC ba-. 

(b) umfana nentombazane kuyahamba (a boy and a gir1 are going). 

Bere ]ill- can be replaced by ba-. In this sentence construction, 

it indicates derogation, cf, ukunt6, a derogatory form referring 

to a human being. Hence some Zulus instead of saying umfana 

nentumbaz&ne kuyahamba, which is of course a clumsy construc

tion, would say 6kuwµrnfana, nc,mt<'.>mbazlhw kµyahamba ( a boy and 
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a girl are going), a more regular form of despising. In this 

sentence M- agrees with the derogatory prefix 6ku- which 

every noun in Zulu is capable of taking. 

2.1.7 It has been observed that -.Y:§_- indicates definiteness 

of the predicate. It can occur with the ku- SC in passive 

construction as in ktlyahanjwa (there is going) where the 

predicate has both focus and definiteness whilst the subject 

is both neutral and indefinite. However, this should not be 

taken to mean that focus and definiteness always co-occur. 

2.1.8 Ziervogel (1971, p. 373) associates the locative with 

M- and says: 

In the South African languages the o·on<:ords for 

class ku- dominate all locatives. 

Seeing that the locative is mainly a secondary form, there 

is an overwhelming evidence that it is always expressed by an 

indefinite :ls.!:!_- SC, cf. 

esik6leni ktlya ingane (*to school, a child goes) 

phezulu ktlndiza inyOni (up above, flies a bird) 

This is in line with sentences such as 

esik6leni ktlmakhaza (at school, it is cold) 

phezulu ktlyaba!:!£e (up above is cold) 

The Concord for the conjoined objects 

2.2.0 This type of concord is not regular in Zulu, and linguists 

have not paid much attention to it. The Zulu speakers usually 

prefer passive construction while the oc indicates conjoined 

nouns, Consider the following sentences: 

(i) isalukazi, n6mfana, nent6mbaz!l.ne, tlvabashaya tlbaba (*an 

old woman, the boy and the girl, he hits them father i.e. 
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father hits them). 

(ii) isalukazi, n6mfana, nentdmbazS.ne, bashaywa ngubS.ba'. .. ( an 

old woman, the boy and the girl are hit by father). Here 

it is realised that the conjoined objects, like conjoined 

subjects belong to different noun classes. In (i) the oc 

-~- refers to three nouns belonging to different classes. As 

a concord it determines a rather rigid syntactic position of 

the predicate. It would therefore be hypothetical to say: 

*liyabashaya ubaba umfana nentombazS.ne nesalukazi. When the 

predicate begins the sentence as in the above sentence, the 

conjoined objects are left. out i.e. uyabashaya ubaba (father 

is hitting them). 

2.2,l Concerning conjoined objects it is more common to use 

the OC of the object next to the predicate, e.g. 

ubaba uyasishaya isalukazi, n6mfana nenteimbazl\.ne (father hits 

the old woman, the boy and the girl), This shows that the 

oc is more restricted as a referent than the . SC is. Should 

the ,oc of the object next to the predicate be used, then there 

is usually a pause between the object whose OC is used and the 

others that form a looser unit. The OC indicates definiteness 

in relation to the object. This ties in with the idea that 

the object used first is uppermost in the mind of the speaker. 

When no definiteness is implied the OC does not occur and the 

short form of the predicate is used e.g. 

ubaba ushaya isalukazi n6mfana nentombazl\.ne (father hits an 

old woman, a boy and a girl). Here there is no distinct pause 

since no noun is made definite. 

2. 2. 2 The -ku- oc is unmarked for class, cf. ]££- SC. The -]££-
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could refer to animate and inanimate alike e.g. 

fsalukazi n6mfana nentombaztlne, uyakushaya ubaba (*an old woman, 

a boy and a girJ., 'he, father, hits them' i.e. father hits them), 

Cf. ku- SC indicating derogation. In fzitulo namatafula 

nezicabha, uyakuthenga ubaba (*the chairs, tables and doors, he 

buys them i.e. father buys them) -ls&- refers to the inanirnate 

objects, therefore no derogation is irnplied. 

The lSFs pertaining to types of Subjects 

2.3.0 The subjeet in this study is established as the sub-

stantive governing the predicate though the predicate conditions 

that substantive. In particular, the subject has semantic 

relational features which are determined by the predicate. The 

concords are overt manifestation of noun-verb relations. There 

are, however, covert relational features dominating the noun 

as the subject i.e. LSFs. 

(a) Agentive Causation 

2.4.0 It has been indicated that the agentive and the instru-

mental suggest the cause of action. '.t'he agentive causation is 

an I.SF usually established by two place verbs e.g. umfana 

ushaya fnkom6 (the boy hits a cow), fngane fphula fnk6mishi 

(the child breaks a cup). In the first sentence the boy causes 

an action to happen i.e. of hitting, In the second, the child 

causes the breaking of a cup. In both sentences the agentives 

are animate and initiate the action. However, in umova uvula 

umnvango {the wind opens the door), the subject is inanimate 

and is not clearly an ins'l:rumental. The noun umova is therefore 

assistive i.e. ,the noun of the first slot assisting in the 
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action of the predicate. Zulu has also the overt formative of 

causation usually attached to the simplex verb i.e. the extension 

-is- or -.ii:.- which helps establish the agentive causation LSF, 

as in \.ibaba \.iphumulisa/\.iphum\.iza ingane (father makes the child 

rest). The causation extension (-~-/-~-) is capable of endowing 

even the so-called 'intransitive verbs' with agentive causation, 

(b) Instrumental' causation 

2.5.o There are nice distinctions in the hierarchy or ordering 

of the I.SFs, The agentive takes priority over the instrumental. 

The instrumental which is marked on the surface immediately 

implies the factive or the experiencer,cf. 

tlbaba tlshaya tlmfana ngenduku (father hits a boy with a stick) 

The agentive tlbaba has priority over ngenduku though they are 

both bound by causation, ngenduku also presupposes the factive 

to whom the action transits i.e. \.imfana, The noun \.ibaba need 

not always be agentive since the agentive has no surface marker 

when it has subject function i.e. it may be, for instance, 

ubaba uyagula (father is ill) where ubaba is not agentive. When 

the instrumenta,l occurs in the slot of the subject indicating 

causation, it is covert i.e. it has no surface marker, induku 

ishaya tlmfana (a stick hits the boy). The instrumental co

exists with surface marker when it occurs in the slot of the 

adjunct. The latter is not necessarily the only LSF present 

because the comitative accompanies here the agentive causation, 

(i) induku ishaya umfana (the stick hits the boy) 

(ii) \.ibaba tlshaya tlmfana ngenduku (father hits the boy with 

a stick) 

In (i) induku is the instrumental subject where it is not 
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accompanied by the ar;entive, Though induku is inanimate 

it is skewed in the direction of the initiator of the action, 

cf, ummese usika isinkwa (the knife cuts bread) where ummese 

is also such a covert instrumental. In (ii) the animate 

initiator of action, ubaba shifts induku to an adjunct position 

where in its secondary form (ngenduku) has instrumental 

comitative LSF, The instrumental need not always be inanimate, 

cf. urnfana ucasha ng6baba (the boy uses father in protecting 

himself) 

where ng6baba is an animate instrumental, 

(cl The Comitative and the Identificative 

2.6,0 As it has already been illustrated, the instrumental 

co-occurs with the comitative in certain relations. In the 

main, the comitative as a subsidiary LSF is overtly expressed 
' 

by the connective na- e.g. 

ubaba n6mame bayasebenza (father and mother are working) 

bayasebenza, 6baba n6mame (they are working i.e. father and 

mother). 

In modern stylistic sentences, the connective!!!!.::. is not used 

with all conjoined subjects but it is used with the last 

substantive. This is mainly the influence of foreign languages, 

like English, cf. ubaba, u malume n6mf6wethu bayasebenza 

(father, uncle and brother are working). 

There is also another connective in Zulu which associates 

the expressed nominals with implied ones i.e.~ or kwasa

e.g. kwasamuntu 16wo, uyasebenza (even that person works) 

Here the noun umuntu is associated with the implied noun. 

Since it is the initial word in the sentence it expresses focus., 
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In llyasebenza kwasamuntu 16wo (even that person is working) 

focus is on the predicate. The comitative of identification 

is expressed by njenga- and okwa- e.g. 

ingane !cl.Ila njengothisha (the child sings as a teacher) 

ingane ikhulllma 6k6mlungu (the child talks as a white) 

Here njengothisha and 6k6mlungu are not copulatives yet they 

identify the preceding nouns. The reciprocal with the extension 

-an- also establishes the comitative e.g. 

llbaba n6mame bayathandana (father and mother are in love) 

2.6.1 Though the connective and the instrumental do co-occur 

in certain instances, the comitative par excellence indicates 

the action done in concert by co-ordinated subjects whereas 

the instrumental is in the main, manipulated and therefore an 

inanimate nominal, cf. l.lbaba n6mame bashaya llmfana ng6swazi 

(father and mother hit a boy with a stick). 

Here it is quite clear that the comitative and the instrumental 

can be distinguished in certain instances, This is shown by 

the fact that the comitative in the conjoined subjects cannot 

be regarded as an instrumental though the instrumental ng6swazi 

does have a comitative nuance in the sense that it is associated 

with an agentive (animate being) when manipulated, 

2.6.2 However, nga- does not always express the instrumental 

especially with one place predicates, cf. 

llbaba n6mame bakhulllma ng6mfana (father and mother are talking 

about the boy) 

Here ng6mfana is neither comitative nor instrumental but a 

target of action, It is an inert post-verbal patient with a 

certain locativ~ shade of meaning i.e. ng6mfana is the location 
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of the talking. When ng6swazi and ng6mfana are compared, it 

is realised that ng6swazi has pre-verbal association i.e. it is 

associated with the subjects whereas ng6mfana has only post-

verbal significance i.e. it is not associated with the subjects 

in the execution of the action. This is fundamental in showing 

that certain surface forms are not necessarily reserved for 

particular LSFs, cf. 

uswazi lushaya umfana (the stick hits a boy) in ubaba n6mame 

bashaya umfana ng6swazi, but not 

"umfana ukhuluma ubaba n6mame (*the boy talks father and mother) 

in ubaba n6mame bakhuluma ng6mfana. Uswazi having an instrumental 

LSF ' occurs in the subject slot but umfana which is non-instru

mental cannot. 

(d) The Identificative-)'lgentive 

2,7,0 The identificative-agentive is expressed in the passive 

diathesis i.e. where the agent follows the predicate and 

where it does not take the SC in the predicate, In such a 

construction the factive is the surface subject and it takes 

the SC in the predicate. When the agentive occurs after the 

predicate which has an extension -w- or -iw-, it usually - -
expresses identificative-agentive but this obtains when the 

factive features as the surface subject, Note the following: 

(i) umfana ushaywa )ubaba (the boy is hit by the father) 

(ii) kushavwa ubaba (there father is hit) 

In (i) lub&ba is a copulative and has the identificative

agentive LSF whereas in (ii) ubaba is a noun upon which 

action is brought to bear i.e. it is a patient/factive noun. 

The unrestricted concord ku- renders the surface subject 

neutral, This neutrality is also established by the neuter 
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extension -ek-/ -akal- as in: 

kushayeka ubaba (there father is hit) 

ubaba uyashayeka (father is hit) 

2.7.1 The agentive LSF is brought about by the presence of 

the predicate belonging to the causation class. It is therefore 

clear that there could be identification without any agentive 

relation as in the following examples: 

indoda !umfundisi (the man is a minister of religion) 

indoda ingumfundisi (the man 'he' is a minister of religion) 

In the first example, !umfundisi is morphologically free from 

the preceding noun i.e. any noun can substitute indoda in this 

sentence. In the second sentence indoda has a concord in 

the copulative i.e. indoda and ingumf1lndisi are morphologically 

bound. The first sentence is a response sentence whereas the 

second one is a representational one. Both !umfundisi and 

ingumfundisi are identificative but they do not have an 

agentive relation. 

(e) The Patient-Affective 

2,8.0 It is customary to associate the patient with the tradi

tional object. But if the predicate is one place it prefers 

the patient as its subject. The patient can also be associated 

with the affective when the noun in the first slot is affected 

by the predicate which requires only one noun. In such an 

example, it is possible to talk of a subject with covert af

fective relationship. 

Note the following sentences: 

inkom6 !file (the cow is dead) 

ubaba ulele (father is asleep) 

incwadi iyaday!sa (the book ~s selling) 
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Here the nouns with the subject function are neither agentive 

nor instrumental; they are patients of the predicate and have 

the affective relation with it. 

(f) The Instrumental-Locative 

2.9.0 In many instances the locative relationship is found 

in the post-verbal positions in the slot of an adjunct, where 

it is expressed by overt markers. Ziervogel (1971, p.371) 

The term locative in Bantu languages refers to 

the forms assumed by certain words to express a 

place or locality. The term is used by Meinhof 

in his discussion of certain class prefixes in 

Ur-Bantu. 

Ziervogel sees the locative in the 'forms' of words. However, 

there are few instances where locative relation occurs with the 

noun in the first position. such nouns are not locative them

selves but they indicate locative-instrumental LSF. Hence 

they, in a sense, indicate the location of the event or thing: 

indlu igukethe abantu ( the house c.ontains people) 

isitsha siphethe likudla (the plate contains food) 

limggom6 \igcwele amanzi (the cistern is full of water) 

The nouns in the first slot are inanimate and have ari instru

mental-locative ISF. 

2.9.l 'l'he applied form of the verb used with certain inanimate 

nouns occupying the subject position could also express 

instrumental-locative ISF: 

igceke lidlalela izingane (children play on the yard) 

indlu idlela abantu (people eat in the house) 
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It is realised that the sentences as they stand cannot have 

the OC in the short form of the present tense. The nouns 

occupying the second slot are animate and have agentive re

lation with the predicate. Doke (1961, p.141) notices the 

locative relationship expressed by the applied form: 

The applied form, without an object expressed, 

may imply 'location' or the locative idea 

generally. In this sense, descriptive possessive 

construction is commonly used. 

However, Doke does not see the applied form as a finite 

verb in this instance • 

• "J ' '.--i " • /;,'"·, .• ,,., 

The Object's Liaison Semantic Features 

2.10.0 The object, as has been seen with the subject, is 

related to the predicate in a special way which necessitates 

the establishment of semantic relational features existing 

between the object and the predicate. The distinction between. 

the object and the adjunct is a delicate one since the object 

may in shape and form look like the adjunct or vice versa. 

The following sentence illustrates' this point: 

ubon~ O.suku 16nke (he saw for the whole day) 

In this sentence, 0.suku refers to the len,c:th . o;f time, the 

day long i.e. it is an adjunct, But in the following sentence 

the predicate can take the oc: 

U:lubon~ ludlula O.suku lwayizolo (he saw the day of yesterday 

lapsing) 

ludlula O.suku lwayizolo is an object clause and is represented 

by the OC -~-. The importance of syntactic relations is 

manifest in these examples. 
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(a) The Object with Instrumental LSF 

2.11.0 When the object behaves as an instrument of the verb 

it has instrumental LSF, e.g. 

ubaba ugibele im6to (father is travelling by car) 

ubaba ushaya induku (father fights with a stick) 

In the first sentence im6to is the instrument of carrying 

whereas in the second, induku is the instrument of hitting, 

Both sentences can have entailment: 

im6to igitshelwe ngubAba (the car is ridden by father) 

induku ishaywa ngubaba (how to fight with a stick is known 

by father) 

Such transposition of the subject and the object shows passive 

construction. The predicate can also take the oc: 

ubaba uyigibele im6to (father is travelling by car) 

ubaba uyayishava induku ( father fights with the stick) 

The objects with instrumental LSF are not many in the language. 

(b) The Object with Factive LSF 

2.12.Q The object which has factive relationship with the 

predicate indicates the substantive acting as the goal of the 

predicate. The factive is a major LSF concerning the object 

but it may also be found with concomitant minor features i.e. 

affective, receptive, directive, and conceptive, cf. 

(i) ubaba udiL(za indlu (father is demolishing the house) 

(ii) ubaba wakha indlu (father is building the house) 

(iii) ubaba ub6na indlu {father sees the house) 

(iv) ubaba unika indlu igfuna (father gives to a house a name) 

In (i) indlu is the factive with affective relation. In (ii) 
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it is the factive with the conceptive relation i.e. it is being 

conceived, This is also true of (iii) where indlu is conceived 

as something that is in sight. In (iv) indlu has the receptive 

or benefactive relation. The receptive is accompanied by the 

directive nuance, The factive shows that the noun may have a 

cluster of nuances, cf, (iv) where indlu is the factive with 

receptive, directive and affective nuances. 

(c) The Object with Locative LSF 

2.13.0 The locative relation may be expressed by the sub

stantive in the second slot. A distinction should be drawn 

once more between the locative form and the locative LSF: 

the locative LSF is not necessarily mapped on the locative 

form since the noun in the second position can have a locative 

relation with the predicate e.g. 

( i) umfana uhamba isik6le ( the boy goes to school) 

(ii) ubaba ungena indlu (father enters a house) 

(iii) amanzi agcwele umggemo (water fills a cistern) 

The noun isik6le in (i) and indlu in (ii) have locative

directive relations with the predicate whereas umggemo in 

(iii) has only the locative LSF. Sentences (i) and (ii) can 

have entailment but (iii) cannot: 

fsik6le sihanjwa lumfana (the school is attended by the boy) 

indlu ingenwa !ubAba (the house is entered by father) 

Sentence (iii) illustrates the restraint of Zulu since it does 

not allow the passive construction here. In certain usages 

however, we do get the passive form of the verb-stem -gcwala 

as in 

umuntu ugcwelwe ngamanzi emadolw~ni (the person is scared) 

umuntu wAgcwalwa nqamanzi emadolw€lpi (the person was scared) 
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2.13.l Doke (1961, p.306) comments on nouns occupying the 

second position such as those found ~n sentences (i), (ii) and 

(iii) as follows: 

Certain verbs in Zulu may take idiomatically 

as objects nouns. which one wculd expect to 

be used adverbially, either as adverbs of 

time or as locatives. 

The important point to observe here is that the locative 

relation is distinct from the locative form. Though the noun 

may have locative relation it is still the object, cf. entail

ment. It can also take the oc in the predicate: 

t1mfana t1yasihamba isik6le (the boy goes to school) 

t1baba t1yayingena indlu (father enters the house) 

amanzi awugcwele t1mgg~mo (water fills the cistern) 

(d) The Object with Comitative LSF 

2.14.0 The comitative has been dealt with above under the 

subject. It is mainly connected with conjoined nouns whether 

they be subjects or objects. It is also associated with.the 

overt instrumental. Here follow the examples of the objects 

(factives) with comitative relation, 

(i) t1baba t1shaya isalukazi n6mfana (father hits the old 

woman and the boy) 

(ii) amantombazane nabafana bashaywa ngubaba (girls and boys 

are hit by father) 

(iii) izink6m6 namahashi, t1yakulusa t1mfana (cattle and horses 

are looked after by the boy) 

In (i) n6mfana has factive-comitative relations. amantombazane 

nabafana in (ii) have subject function with the passive predi-
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cate: nabafana has factive-comitative relation, In (iii) 

izinkl'lm6 and namahashi are also objects with factive relations; 

namahashi is also comitative. The comitative LSF may also 

co-occur with the locative one in conjoined objects e.g. 

umfana uhamba isik6le nesonto (the boy goes to school and church) 

where nesonto is an object with comitative-locative LSFs. 

2.15.o Thus far it has been shown that the semantic features 

are vital in the study of the sentence since the covert 

connections between verbs and nouns are established. It is 

in this regard that Lauw (1971, p.25) says: 

When a particular theoretical model is used 

to study the system of a language one of the 

main features which must be taken into account 

is the marvellous flexibility of language 

to express meaning of all possible shades. If 

such a model cannot explain nuances of meaning 

there must be some fault in its construction. 

The study of semantic features endeavours to recognise the 

form, the order and the meaning of words. 
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CHAPTER III 

, 

TRANSITIVITY 

3,o.o By transitivity it is often understood the predicate 

which takes an object. Such a predicate would therefore be a 

two or three place verb, Transitivity concerns itself with 

predicate-object relationship. In Bantu languages it was not 

until 1968 that Whiteley seriously observed that thoro are 

various relationships between the verb and the object. His 

study related to Swahili, Whiteley (1968, p.10) rightly observed 

that: 

verbs cannot usefully be classified in terms 

of a transitive/intransitive distinction since 

a very large number of verbs may be transitive 

or intransitive depending, not on the type of 

clause in which they occur but rather on the 

particular subject-and-object relationships 

which they :SU'b,tend. 

In Zulu certain verbal extensions are useful in making other

wise 'intransitive' predicates take objects e,g. 

ubaba ulambisa umfana (father makes the boy hungry) 

There are also predicates without any extension, which take 

only particular objects as in umfana ulala intomb! (the boy 

is having sex with a girl). In this study transitivity is 

taken to have a wider compass than the mere consideration of 

action thatt-ransits to the noun in the second slot, It also 

embraces the collocability of the predicate with the noun in 

the second slot, e,g, umuntu uma isib!ndi (the person steels 

himself) where the semantic significance of~ (he stands) 
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is not readily deduced from that of isibindi (courage) when 

they are isolated, Hence uma isibindi cannot be isolated. 

What is more, in such a sentence isibindi cannot be shifted 

to the front in anyway since it cannot have the oc in the 

predicate. In such a sentence there is a high degree of 

cohesion between.the predicate and the noun so that the noun 

is an obligatory complement. 

3.0.l The sentences above show that it is unnecessary to have 

a dividing line between intransitive and transitive verbs. In 

umuntu ufa inhliziyo (a person gets discouraged) again inhliziyo 

as an object cannot be isolated. verbs can therefore usefully 

be classified according to front-shifting of objects and the 

possibility that they may be isolated. This in turn requires 

the naming of these objects as a matter of identification, 

Identification of objects in transitivity 

3.1.o The object that cannot be shifted to the front, is 

·incapable of being isolated and it follows the short form of 

the verb where it cannot have the oc. Such a fixed object is 

therefore compulsor~ e.g. 

umfana uma isibindi {the boy steels himself) 

indoda iconsa amathe (the man is salivating) 

The object {primary object) which may be shifted to the front 

can be isolated and may also follow the short form of the 

predicate, When it is shifted to the front it takes its oc in 

the predicate, and the OCrequires the long form. As long as 

there is an OC, the object itself may either be left out or 

inserted. Such an·insertion means prominence of the object 
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i.e. a definite object. The object capable of being isolated 

is therefore optional e.g. 

umame 1.icula iculo (mother sings a song) 

umfana ushaya inkom6 (the boy hits a cow) 

It should be noted that the term 'optional' does not neces

sarily mean the leaving out of the object without any change 

in the form of the predicate. In anyway the predicate which 

is not supported by the noun of the second position must be 

in its long form. The shifting of an optional object is as 

follows: 

umame, iculo, uyalicula (mother sings the song) 

iculo, umame uyalicula (~he song mother sings it) 

iculo, uyalicula umame (*the song, she sings it, mother) 

uyalicula umame, iculo (*she sings it, mother, the song) 

umame uyalicula, iculo (mother sings the song) 

The object may be left out if there is an OC e.g. uyalicula 

(she sing,s it). The object may also be shifted out of the 

sentence i.e. there can be compulsory shifting out of the 

object, Such an object is prohibited. Prohibition of the 

object is mainly the result of the long form of the predicate 

without the 'OC e.g. 

umame uyacula 'iculo' (mother sings a song) 

umfana uyalusa 'izink0m6' (the boy looks after cattle) 

In both sentences iculo and izink0m6 are prohibited as objects 

and so the sentences are 

umame uyacula (mother is singing) 

umfana uyalusa (the boy is herding) 

Compulsory prohibition of the object gives rise to intransi

tivity. 
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The Passive and Transitivity 

3,2,0 One of the criteria of ascertaining transitivity is 

the passive construction, There are different types of passive 

constructions; The ISFs whittle away any ambiguity there may be 

between passive sentences i.e. the semantic relations play an 

important role in disambiguating certain passive constructions. 

Consider the following: 

(i) inkom6 ishaywa ngub&ba (the cow is hit by father) 

(ii) umfana udakwa !utshw&la (the boy is intoxicated by beer) 

(iii) umam~ uthandiswa inyama ,(mother has a craving for meat) 

In (i) the passive is followed by the copulative-identificative 

agentive which is the cause of action. In (ii) the passive is 

followed by the agentive-instrumental identificative which is 

also a copulative, cf. utshwala budaka umfana (beer intoxicates 

the boy). In (iii) the passive is followed by the factive 

object i.e. inyama is not a copulative identificative at all, 

hence umam~ has agentive relation. 

3.2.1 On these grounds the passive may be divided into 

different categories; the categories show different combinations 

of the passive form of the predicate with the subject and the 

object. It should be noted, however, that the passive is not 

always marked on the surface as will be seen below. 

Category A 

3.3.0 Here the 'l?gical' object (factive) precedes the passive 

form: it agrees with the passive form because the sc gives it a 

surface subject function, The 'logical' subject (agentive) 

follows the passive form of the predicate where it does not 
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take any concord: 

inkom6 :tshaywa ngub.'.lba (the cow is hit by father) 

umfana ub6nwa nqumuntu (the boy is seen by a person) 

ubaba uhlatshwa yink0m6 (father is gored by a cow) 

Category B 

3,4.0 In this category the noun which precedes the passive 

form is taken to be thefactive and the noun copulative which 

follows it to be assistive because it is also involved in the 

causation of the action. The predicates in this category are 

more or less always found in their passive form: 

ubaba ukh6lwa yiNkOsi (father believes in the Lord) 

umf;;ina udakwa !utshw.'.lla (the boy is intoxicated by beer) 

:tngane ikh6hlwa yig&ma (the child forgets the name) 

With regard to -kh6lwa (believe) and -khohlwa (forget) the 

'active' forms are hardly extant, cf. *iNk6si iyakh6la and 

*igama liyakhOhla. Instead the neuter form is preferred: 

iNk6si iyakholeka (the Lord is believed) 

igfuna liyakh6hleka (the name is forgotten) 

With -dakwa, the form-~ is still extant, cf. 

utshwala buyadaka (beer intoxicates) 

Category C 

3,5,0 Bere the passive form of the predicate is no longer 

followed by the copulative but by the noun: 

(i) ubaba ukh6lwa iNlc6si (father believes in the Lord) 

(ii) ingane ikh6hlwa igfuna (the child forgets the name) 

(iii) umame uthandiswa inyama (mother craves for meat) 
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The subjects in (i), (ii) and (iii) have agentive relation. 

~~e object in (i} has locative relation whereas those in (ii) 

and (iii) have factive relation. Note the ocs of these 

objects in the long form of the predicate: 

ubaba uyayikh6lwa iNk6si {father believes in the Lord} 

ingane iyalikh6hlwa 1g.'.lma (the child forgets the name) 

umame uyayithandiswa inyama (mother has a craving for meat) 

The word order here is not fixed, cf. 

INk6si, uyayikh61wa ubaba (in the Lord father believes) 

uyayikh6lwa iNk6sJ,ubaba (he believes in the Lord• father) 

ubaba, iNk6si, uyayikh6lwa ( *father in the Lord believes) 

Category D 

3.6,0 When the unrestricted SC ku- is used with the passive 

form the factive noun or the noun with the locative LSF follows 

that passive form. The agentive noun is an indefinite neutral 

subject, The word order is fixed: 

kushaywa Inkom6 (there a cow is hit) 

kub6nwa ubaha (there father is seen} 

kukh6lwa iNk6si (there the Lord is believed) 

In the last sentence, iNk6si has the locative LSF, cf. 

kukh6lwa eNkosini (there is believed in the Lord) 

Category E 

3,7.0 This category differs from all others in that the 

predicate is, in form, not a passive, The predicate is 

nevertheless followed by the copulative. Syntactically and 

semantically it is akin to category A: 
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ubaba ukhathele !umseb~nzi (father is exhausted by work) 

ubab.;l. ufa !fndlala (father is afflicted by hunger) 

abantu baphelile yimpi(people are finished off by war) 

Category E makes the passive to be divided into two: 

(a) ,!he overt passive 

3.8.0 This pasDive has an external marker -w- as in 

ubaba ukhathazwe!umsebenzi (father is exhausted by work) 

ubaba ubulawa !fndlala (father is afflicted by hunger) 

(b) The covert passive 

3.9,0 Here there is no passive formation: 

ubaba ukhathele !urftseb~nzi (father is exhausted by work) 

ubaba ufa
1
d'.ndlala (father is afflicted by hunger) 

There is no significant difference in meaning between overt 

passive and the covert one, Notwithstanding similarity in 

meaning, the overt passive has a salient agentive LSF whereas 

the covert passive has a copulative merely as an appendage i.e. 

it is more or less in parenthesis, cf. ubaba ukhathele (father 

is exhausted) where there is no immediate expectation of the 

source of the action, and ubaba ukhathaztwe where the source o.r· 

agent is clearly expected, 

Different types of objects established in various transitive 

structures 

3.10.0 Objects are important in showing a variety of transi

tive structures. The predicate selects a certain object and in 

so doing establishes a transitive structure which may be dis

tinguished from others. The distinction lies both in syntactic 
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(cf. compulsory, optional and prohibited objects) and semantic 

(cf. factive, instrumental, locative, complementary etc.) 

criteria. The syntactic criteria also involve the capacity or 

incapacity of an object to be shifted to the front whilst the 

semantic criteria also distinguish between a definite object 

·from an indefinite one. The definite vs. indefinite is mainly 

identified morphologically though the difference is semantic. 

Type I (a) 

3,11.0 This is a favourite transitive structure where the 

object can be isolated i.e. it can be shifted about in the 

sentence. In the main, the object has factive lSF: 

umfana ub6na inkom6 (the boy sees a cow) 

ubaba ushaya ingane (father hits a child) 

umuntu uthatha ink6mishi (the person takes a cup) When the 

object concord is used together with the object, the object 

itself adds fuller information and for that matter it is 

definite e.g. umfana ~yayishaya inkom6 (the boy is hitting the 

cow) where inkom6 is definite because it is used together with 

its OC. Since inkom6 may be left out of the sentence it is an 

optional object. At this level of analysis, the object's 

capacity of being isolated is easily discerned. The object's 

freedom of shifting endows the sentence with flexibility of 

word order e.g·. 

inkom6, umfana uyayib6na (*the cow, the boy sees) 

B_Yayib6na umfana, inkom6 (he sees the cow - the boy) 

umfana, inkomo, uyayibdna (wthe boy, the cow he sees it) 

inkom6 uyayib6na, umfana (*the cow, he sees it, the boy) 

The noun.or the predicate at the head of the sentence is given 

prominence or focus. 
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Type I (b) 

3.12.0 This transitivity has an object which is cognate with 

the predicate. The object may be isolated as that of I (a). 

It can therefore be shifted to the front and can take the OC 

in the predicat'e: 

umfana uphupha iphupho (the boy dreams a dream) 

illngane zidlala umdl-'l.lo (children play a play) 

abafana bacula iculo (boys sing a song) 

The objects are here par exellence optional. Note also how 

the presence of the oc releases the sentence from its rigidity: 

umfana uyaliphupha iphupho (the boy dreams a dream) 

umfana, iphupho, uyaliphupha (*the boy, the dream, he dreams it) 

iphupho, umfana uyaliphupha (*the dream, the boy dreams it) 

The objects above do not add new information in the sentence: 

they are simply complementary. The predicates above may, how

ever, be used with specific objects which have factive I.SF and 

in such a case they belong to I (a) e.g. 

izingane zidhUa ibh6la ( children play football) 

3.12.l Under Type I (bl there is also an occurrence of an 

object which is predictable from the type of verb used e.g. 

ubaba uhamba indlela (father makes a journey) 

umfana ulala ubuthongo (*the boy sleeps a sleep) 

umam~ ux6xa indaba (mother narrates a story) 

!YE§! I (c) 

3.13.0 This type is slightly distinguished from I(b) where 

there are cognate objects. Cognate objects are mainly imper

sonal nouns preceded by the predicates from which they are 
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derived. I (c) has complementary infinitive preceded by the 

indicative of the same predicate i.e. the same predicate is 

used in the indicative as well as in the infinitive e.g. 

ubaba uhamba ukuh.imba (father is indeed going) 

umame uthule ukuthula kwafuthi (mother is silent forever i.e. 

dead) 

ing<:lne igtlla ukugula (the child is indeed ill) 

This type of complementary infinitive serves to emphasise the 

positive predicate and results in what may be called absolute 

positive. It is used mainly if there has been some doubt 

about the veracity of the action or state and has an emphatic 

force. This emphatic force has a meaning more or less like 

that of the adjunct impe:!J: or ngempela (indeed, really). The 

infinitive kind of object does not take the OC, It has therefore 

the significance of an adjunct. Care should be taken to dis

tinguish between the complementary infinitive and nouns per se 

as in 

ubaba udaukudla (father eats food) 

umfana wehla dkwehla ( the boy goes down a slope) 

Here ~la and ~wehla are cognate objects appreciably co

inciding with those of I (b) since . they can take the OCs and 

could be shifted to the front. 

At times ambiguity arises as to whether such forms as 

ukufdnda, ukuthanda and ukuhleba are complementary infinitives 

or pure objects in the following sentences: 

umfana ufunda ukufunda (the boy really reads/the boy learns 

how to read) 

umfana uthanda ukuthanda (the boy really loves/the boy likes 

loving) 

dmf.ina uhleba ukuhleba (the boy really back-bites /the boy 

scandalises back-biting) 
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Cf. also ubaba udla ukudla (father really eats/father eats food) 

ubaba wehla ul<.wehla (father really goes down a slope/ 

father goes down a slope) 

Such an ambiguity could be solved by context. What is more, 

when the word is understood as a pure noun it can be expressed 

by the ocand can change word order e.g. 

libaba udla ukudla (father eats food) 

ukudla uyakudla ubaba (father is eating food) 

uyakudla ukudla ubaba (*he is eating it food, father) 

This cannot happen with the complementary infinitive. 

3,13,2 The complementary infinitive may have the negative 

predicate and this results in absolute negation. The negative 

form consists of the formative .!li!- prep.laced to the infinitive; 

the -.e_- of .!li!- and the u- of uku- coalesce if a stronger ne

gation is intended but if a milder absolute negation is 

intended, the£- of ~ku- is elided, cf. 

ubaba akahambi nokuhamba (indeed father does not even go) but 

ubaba akahambi nakuhamba (father does not even go) 

Another possible way of absolute negation in Zulu is: 

ubaba akahambi ngisho ukuhamba (father does not even go) 

umfana akahlE>ki ngisho ukuhleka (the boy does not even laugh) 

With the absolute negative the word order is not as fixed as 

that of the positive, cf, 

nakuhamba akahambi ubaba (in connection with going father does 

not even •. go) 

nakuhleka akahlE>ki umfana (in connection with laughing the boy 

does not even laugh) 
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Ziervogel (1952, p.188) regards the infinitive of the absolute 

negation as a noun and ~he attaches the meaning of' 'have 'to 

, na- in the negative; 
~.,' 

-' to express a future negation, the noun 

following~- being the verb infinitive: 

(k)ang!nakuvala (I shall not close) 

(k)angisenakuvala (I shall no longer close) 

However, he does not comment on the absolute negation consisting 

of the predicate and complementary infinitive as in kangin&kuvag 

nakuvala (I shall not even close). It is to be pointed out here 

that both the absolute positive and absolute negation use a 

kind of complementary object whose relation to the predicate 

is allied to that of an adjunct. 

Type II 

3.14.0 Certain verbs may, in secondary word order, have a 

noun which usually occupies the first slot shifted to the 

second slot and the one in the second slot shifted to the first 

slot. The noun which has been shifted to the first slot takes 

the SC: 

umggOmo ugcwala ~ti (the cistern gets filled with water) 

!nsimu- :!m!la amazambane ( the field grows potatoes) 

is!tsha sihlezi Impukan€i (the dish has a fly sitting.on it) 

The first two sentences can have ocs in the predicate: 

umggOmo uyawagcwala am&nzi (the cistern gets filled with water) 

ins!mu !yawam!la amazambane (the field grows potatoes) 

It must be noticed that the OCs do not indicate the nouns upon 

which verbs are brought to bear but they indicate the nouns 

filling the second slot. Transposition of the pre-verbal noun 

and the post-verbal one occurs as follows: 
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amanzi agcwala umggOmo (water fills the cistern) 

amazambane amila insimu (potatoes grow in the field) 

The nouns in the first position i.e. fmanzi and amazamban2 are 

subjects with assistive relationship and those in the second 

position are objects with locative relationship. Normally 

these objects can have their OCs in the predicate: 

amanzi ayawugcwala umggOmo (water fills up the cistern) 

amazambane ayayi'.mila insimu (potatoes grow in the field) 

The objects having locative relationship (covert) may be mapped 

on the overt locative as follows: 

amanzi agcwala emggonyeni (water fills up the cistern) 

amazambane amila ensimini (potatoes grow in the field) 

-such overt locatives acquire the status of the adjunct, 

3,14,1 With reference to isitsha sihlezi impukane, the ante

cedent noun has the subject function though it has the locative 

I.SF. The noun in the second slot cannot take the OC in this 

word order. Animate against inanimate is a point of conside

ration here because it is the fly which does the sitting i.e. 

the initiator of causation, and not the dish. When isitsha 

and !mpukane are transposed, focus falls on impukane which is 

agentive and there is syntactic and morphological change in 

isitsha i.e. it becomes a locative adjunct: 

impukane ihlezi es!tsheni (the fly is sitting on the'dish) 

Since the agentive has priority over the locative in word 

order, the.last sentence shows primary word order. 

Type III 

3 .15. O Under this type. there are two varieties of the noun in 

the second slot viz. (a) the noun with the pre-prefix and (b) 
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the noun without the pre-prefix, These varieties are mainly 

distinguished by the ISFs. 

(a) The noun with the pre-prefix 

3.15.1 The sentence with a noun in the second slot, which 

can neither change word order nor take the OC in the predicate 

has a fixed CQnplementary noun. There is great cohesion 

between this fixed noun and the predicate and this eliminates 

flexibility. The fixed noun is a complementary object of the 

predicate: 

timfana tigina idolo (the boy stiffens the knee i.e. the boy 

gets courage) 

tibaba tihlala izith6nt6 (father acts there and then) 

timtintu tifa inhliziyo {the person gets discouraged) 

The nouns in the first position are assistive and those in the 

second have a complementary relation with the predicate, Since 

these sentences are stylised idioms word order is rigorously 

fixed. It should be observed, notwithstanding, that the 

sentence with the oc, as ubaba umhlala izith6nt6 {father acts on 

him there and then) is possible. The oc -~- may represent 

timtintu {a person) i.e. umuntu could be the factive. It should 

also be realised that -hlala {sit) does not regularly combine 

with the factive object. However, cf. timfana tinqihlala ~Nk.6~ 

{the boy reports me to the chief). 

(b) The noun without the pre-prefix 

3,15,2 The nouns without a pre-prefix are indefinite. This 

shows that the initial vowels of nouns have some measure of 

definiteness, The initial vowel endows the noun with a parti-
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cularised meaning, cf. von Staden (1973, p.177). The nouns 

shorn of the initial vowel cohere with the predicate in such a 

way that there is no need for the oc, They differ from those 

of (a) in that they can have factive relation: 

1.1baba 1.1shaya ngane, ntombi mfana (father hits a child, a girl 

and a boy) 

izintombi azib6ni nsizwa (ladies do not see any man) 

1.1thisha 1.1dab1.1la ncwajana ayificax.2 (the teacher tears any little 

letter he comes across) 

The first sentence has factive objects which are preceded by 

the predicate, These objects may also be preceded by the 

absolute pronoun of the second person singular: 

ubaba 1.1shaya w~na ngane, w~na ntombi, w~na mfana (father hits a 

baby, a girl and boy) 

The second sentence shows absolute negation. In such negation 

the object cannot take the OC, Such a noun cannot be shifted 

to the front. The nouns nsizwa and ncwajana have factive re

lation. 

3.15.3 Since Type III is marked by incapacity of the nouns in 

the second slot,being shifted to the front, there is no occurrence 

of passive construction. These nouns cannot be isolated. 

Type IV 

3.16,0 This type refers to the primary objects and secondary 

objects of the single predicate, i.e. three place verbs. The 

noun occurring in the second slot readily takes the oc and is 

therefore referred to as the primary object. The noun occurring 

in the third slot is the secondary object and does not readily 
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take the oc. The sequence of the primary and secondary objects 

is not fixed: the moment there is an oc the primary object may 

precede the secondary object or vice versa: 

ubaba un!ka umfana !mali (father gives the boy money) 

uthisha uthuma umfana !ncwad! (the teacher sends the boy for a 

letter) 

The noun umfana in both sentences is the primary object and 

can take the oc in the predicate, cf. 

ubaba uyamnika umfana imal! (father is giving the boy money) 

uthisha uyamthuma umfana !ncwadi (the teacher is sending the 

boy for a letter 

The nouns !mal! and incwad! are secondary objects and they 

cannot take the ocs in the predicate. 

3.16,1 In the sentences above, the primary object umfana in 

(i) has a receptive relation and in (ii) it has a directive 

relation. In these sentences ~li and !ncwad! are in factive 

relation with the predicate. 

3.16,2 The division of the primary and secondary objects in 

non-extended predicates is based mainly on the animate versus 

inanimate, cf. sentences above. The animate has priority over 

the inanimate i.e. priority of sequence and verb control, It 

may happen that both the primary and the secondary objects are 

animate as in: 

ubaba un!ka umfana umngane (father gives the boy a friend) 

!n such instances, the object next to the predicate without the 

oc is the primary one. The presence of the oc releases the 

rigidity of the sequence of primary and secondary objects, cf. 

ubaba uyamn!ka umfana, !mal! (father is giving the boy money) 

ubaba uyamn!ka !mal!, umfana (father is giving money to the boy) 

!mal:t I uyamn;[ka llbaba 11mf;1na (*money, father gives to the boy) 
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ct~a ctyamnika tlbaba, imali (*the boy, father gives him money) 

The object which comes first is given prominence or focus, The 

last sentence in the above examples is ambiguous because it can 

also be understood as (the boy is giving father money). This 

ambiguity is mainly brought about by the fact that tlbaba and 

tlmfana have similar ocs. Here it is the context of utterance 

which is important. It must be noted that the primary and 

secondary objects may be separated by the predicate. It should 

also be observed that the secondary object is extranuclear i.e. 

it fills the slot of an adjunct: this is partly shown by the 

fact that it has no concord. According to function then the 

secondary object is on a par with the adjunct. 

3,16.3 The last remark is even made clearer when the primary 

and secondary objects refer to one and the same noun e.g. 

tlmfana ushaya iny6ka ikhanda (the boy hits the snake on the head) 

The noun iny6ka is the primary object whereas ikhanda is the 

secondary one. The noun ikhanda can easily be made an adjunct: 

tlmfana ushaya iny6ka ekhanda (the boy hits the snake on the head) 

The noun ikhanda has therefore the locative LSF as shown by its 

overt locative counterpart, ~handa~ This .indicates that the 

primary and secondary objects do not necessarily have the same 

LSFs, cf, tlbaba tlnika tlmfana imali where tlmfana has the factive

receptive LSF whereas imali has the factive-conceptive LSF. It 

is obvious then that with the three place predicates the noun 

of the second position differs in its relation to the predicate 

from that of the third position while the noun of the first 

position differs from both. 
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Transitivity occurring within verbal extensions 

3,17.0 Thus far we have been dealing with transitivity of a 

simple predicate i.e. the predicate without extensions. Exten

sions can play an important role in establishing objects. Only 

those extensions which are of importance with regard to objects 

will be consider'ed here. These extensions are those with the 

main significance of: 

(i) Causative 

(ii) Applicative/Applied 

(iii) Neuter 

(i) The Causative 

3,18.0 Causative extensions play an important role in transiti

vity. This is more so because they can make the non-verbal word 

take an object or at least the non-verbal becomes verbal. The 

causative is mainly realised by the extension -is- though we 

also find-~-, -z- and-~-• It should be noted that there are 

predicates with causative implication but which do not have the 

causative extension at all, Even though these predicates have 

no overt markers for the causative·, they are covertly causative, 

and have a measure of ergativity, vide Anderson (1971, p,66) 

for ergative subjects. In Zulu such causa.tives have not yet been 

thoroughly studied, cf, 

ink6s! !v!va amabuth6 (the chief is mobilising the regiments) vs. 

amabuth6 ayaviva (regiments are mobilising) 

ulwandle lugubha amagagasi (the sea is making waves) vs. 

amagagasi ayagubha (the waves are raging) 

In this study we are not concerned wi.th such predicates but with 

those which have extensions. The causative extensions may be 
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attached to some of the words which are not verbs as shown 

below: 

(i) The noun amanzi (water): umame umanzisa ingubo (mother 

dampens the frock) 

(ii) The interjective khwibi (of scaring): umame ukhwibiza 

izinkukhu (mother is scaring the fowls away) 

(iii) The ideophone !!!22 (of covering): ubaba umb6za ikh~nda 

(father is covering the head) 

The above examples show how significant the causative extensions 

are in transitivity. When attached to the verb, the causative 

ext:ension may bring about the following phenomena: 

(a) The non-transitive predicate becoming transitive 

(b) The semi-transitive predicate becoming full-fledged 

transitive 

(c) The two place predicate becoming three place predicate 

i.e. thellO'lo-transitive becoming ditransitive. 

(a) The non-transitive becoming transitive 

3,19.0 Some predicates do not take objects in their usage: 

however, such one place predicates may take a wide range of 

objects if they are used with the causative extension, cf. 

ubaba uyagula (father is ill) 

fndoda iyaqiya (the man is doing a war dance) 

ingane iyakhula (the child is growing) 

These may become transitive in the following way: 

isif6 sigulisa ubaba (disease causes father to be ill) 

amabuth6 agiyisa indoda (reg:unents make the m,.n dance) 

ukudl<i klikhulisa ingane (food causes the child to grow) 
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Then there is the possibility of the object taking the oc: 

whenever there is an OC, the object can be shifted to the front: 

is if6 siyamgulisa ubaba (disease- causes father to be ill) 

ubaba 1 s!yamgulisa isifo (father suffers from illness) 

It cannot be doubted that these objects tie in with those of 

Type I. It should be observed that the non-transitive predicates 

may be used semi-transitively, cf. 

ubaba ugula umzimba w6nke(*father is ill in the whole body) 

ingane Ikhula izinw<!ile (the child is growing hair. ) 

(b) The semi-transitive becoming complete transitive 

3,20.0 When the predicate has a very limited choice of objects 

and when the object/complement cannot have its OC in the pre

dicate we usually have quasi-transitivity or semi-transitivity, 

The semi-transitive predicates_ are mainly those with Type III 

objects. In this type there are predicates such as -qina, 

(strergthe,n) -!!§_ (stand) and -hllli (sit), As it was observed 

these verb stems may take special objects, cf, 

umfana ugina idolo (the boy is getting courage) 

ubaba uma isibtndi (father becomes courageous) 

ubaba uhlala Izithont6 (father acts there and then) 

Though they are transitive in so far as they are collocated with 

certain nouns in the second position, they are semi-transitive 

when considered against those predicates which have a wide choice 

of objects like those in Type I(a) and (b), When the causative 

extension -1§.- is attached to the verbs in Type III, they become 

fully transitive and have a wide choice of objects e.g. 

umfana uginisa ingane (the boy is strengthening the child) 

11baba uginisa indlu (father is strengthening the house) 
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ubaba uginisa izigx~ (father is strengthening the poles) 

In Type I(b) there are such examples as 

dbaba dhamba Indlela (father makes a journey) 

umfana ulala ubuthongo (the boy has a sleep) 

Intombi ihleka Insini (the girl gives a laugh) 

When these predicates are used with causative extensions they 

can take a wide range of objects e.g. 

ubaba uhambisa Ingane (father causes a child to go) 

ubaba uhambisa Inkom6 (father causes the cow to go) 

ubaba uhambisa I~ (father causes the.car to move) 

The causative extension confers a status of full-fleged 

transitivity to predicates which have a restricted choice of 

objects. 

(c) The mono-transitive becoming ditransitive 

3.21.0 When the predicate which al.ready has a wide choice of 

objects takes the causative extension, it becomes three place 

i.e. it can take two objects. This is apart from those predi

cates which take two objects though they have no extensions. 

Taking verb stems like -funda (read), -dla (eat) and -shaya 

(hit), the foll.owing transitivity is possible: 

umfana ufundisa ubaba Incwadi (the boy makes father read the 

book) 

dmame udlisa Ingane ukudla (mother makes the child eat food) 

umfana ushayisa ubaba Inkom6 (the boy helps father hit the cow) 

Such transitivity coincides with 'fype IV objects where there 

are primary and secondary objects. Though it is not customary, 

it is acceptable that the three nouns i.e. the subject, the 

primary object and the secondary object stand together before 

the predicate where the primary object must of necessity take 
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the oc e.g. 

ubaba, umfana :Cncwadi, uyamfundfsa (father teaches the boy a book) 

Commonly, however, two nouns are placed before the predicate 

and one succeeds it e.g. 

ubaba, umfana uyamfundisa :Cncwadi (father teaches the boy a book) 

Conversely, the predicate is placed first, the subject and ob

jects following·it: 

uyamfundisa incwadi ubaba umfana (*he, father, is teaching him 

the book, the boy) 

~mfundisa incwadf ubaba umfana (*he, father, is teaching him the 

book, the boy) 

It will be realised that here we have been concerned with 

syntactic importance of the causative rather than its semantic 

importance, Semantically the causative shape may have more than 

one meaning. In their doctoral theses, Cantrell (Xhosa) and 

Wilkes (Zulu) have shown the semantic significance of these 

extensions, 

(ii) The Applied 

3,22.0 The applied extension -tl- is syntactically and semanti

ifJ; cally important in transitivity, In sentences like 

• umfana ukhulumela ubaba (the boy talks for father) 

umame usebenzela izingane (mother works for children) 

abantu basebenzela :Cmalf (people work for money) 

llW 
it is realised that the last one, is semantically different 

from the first two. While the objects of the first two may be 

understood as 'on behalf of', the last one is understood as 

'in order to'. The three objects are in factive-directive 

relation. The objects can be shifted to the front and there 

is flexibility of word order e.g. 

umfana rtkhulumela rtbaba (the boy speaks for father) 
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umfana uyamkhulumela ubaba (the ,bc,y is speaking for father) 

uyamkhulumela ubaba umfana (*he, father, is speaking for the 

boy) 

umfana, ubaba uyamkhulumela (the boy is speaking for father) 

ubaba, umfana uyamkhulumela (the boy is speaking for father) 

3.22.1 With certain verbs, the extension -el- causes the 

predicate to be three place e.g. 

umfana ufundela ubaba fncwadi (the boy reads a book for father) 

The noun ubaba is the primary object and can take the oc whereas 

incwadi is the secondary object. The nouns have different 

LSFs: fncwadf has the factive relation whereas ubaba has the 

factive-directive relation. 'I'he primary object in most cases 

has this directive nuance when it occurs with the applied. The 

directive nuance indicates that the action is directed to some 

goal or noun. such a relation often illustrates an object 

which has no "change of state", cf. Anderson (1971, p,64). Note 

that the extension -el- may have the meaning of.continuity 

·when the predicate is followed by the adjunct futhi e.g. 
i "' • 

ilirn1ntu ukhulumela futhi (the person talks continuously) 

(iii) The Neut2!: 

3.23.0 Traditionally the neuter is taken to be intransitive. 

rt is, however, possible that the neuter takes an object; it may 

be collocated with the noun occurring in the second position. 

Collocation is usually shown by limited flexibility of the object 

and the object does not take the oc. The following sentences 

show how the extensions -ek- and-~- take objects: 

umfana ushayeka tkh&nda (the boy gets hit on the head) 
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ubaba ubonakala ubus6 (father's face is visible) 

kuthandeka fnyama (meat is likeable) 

Such transitivity occurs in two circumstances: 

(a) when the part of the whole is taken as an object 

(b) when the unrestricted concord ku- is used with the neuter 

extension 

In the first two sentences ikhanda is the 'head' of the boy 

whereas ubus6 is the 'face' of the father. In the last example 

fnyama is the 'logical' object of the neuter predicate with 15£- SC, 

The nouns ikhanda and ubus6 have factive-locative LSF whereas 

the nouns in the first position i.e. umfana and ubaba are 

simply facti ves. The noun fnyama has also facti ve LS F. 

3,23,1 The nouns occurring after the neuter extensions cannot 

take the ocs though in rare cases they can be shifted to the 

front e.g. 

umfana ushayeka ikhanda (the boy gets hit on the head) 

ikhanda, umfana \iyashayeka (*on the head the boy gets hit) 

This, however, does not apply when the unrestricted concord l:sl:l.

·is used, When the long form of the neuter is used, it usually 

indicates potentiality or possibility, cf. 

ikhanda, umfana uyashayeka (the boy can be hit on the head) 

In kuthandeka !nyama, we have a classic example of neutrality 

of the subject. Here neutrality .is brought about by both the 

unrestricted concord ku- and extension -.'ils,-· 

3.23.2 From the above analysis of transitivity, it is seen that 

the relation between the predic<lte and the object is based on 

morphological, syntactic and semantic phenomena. Morphology has 
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s.hown that nouns Whose prefixes have been inflected cannot take 

the QC: such nouns sometimes take the adjunct function. Certain 

verbal extensions may bring about transitivity where otherwise 

it could not have taken place, The long form of the present 

tense which has no QC forbids the occurrence of an object whereas 

the short form demands the occurrence of an adjunct or object. 

Syntactically transitivity refers to two or three place verbs. 

'l'he passive is important in word order. ~~e QC releases the 

object so that it can be shifted to the front. Semantic re

lation of the verb and the object is expressed by ISFs, Dif

ferent shades of meaning are expressed when the object is shifted 

to the front, cf. focus. ~~e occurrence of both the object and 

its QC makes that object definite. Lastly, it should be pointed 

out that there are no exclusively transitive and intransitive 

verbs. Some verbs have a wider choice of objects while others 

have a limited choice. 

, .. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ADJUNCT 

The Nature of the Adjunct in Zulu 

4.0.0 It has been observed above that the term 'adjunct' is used 

in this study instead of the adverbial or adverb. The adjunct 

may be viewed from three angles viz. functionally, semantically 

and :formally. Functionally the adjunct complements a predicate; 

semantically it describes a predicate. It may also happen that 

the adjunct complements or describes a qualificative or another 

adjunct. Formally the adjunct is in the main, a nominal without 

concord or agreement. The formal definition of an adjunct suggests 

that it is mainly a secondaryform since a secondary form or in

flected substantive cannot take the concord. However, the formal 

view leaves some adjuncts out of the picture e.g. manje (now) 

and izolo (yesterday). 

4 •. o.l Some adjuncts are favoured with two forms. The change of 

form does not change.its function or relationship to the predicate: 

umfana uvela kude / ekudeni (the boy is from afar) 

umame washaya engulu / engulwini (mother hit the hip) 

umfana uya kubo / kwabo (the boy goes home) 

impela / empeleni uvajabula umfana (Indeed, happy is the boy) 

Other rarer forms such as ekhandeni, ekhayeni and emnyangweni 

do exist with a shift in meaning from that of their counter

part_s without locative suffixes: 

umuntu ushaya urnfana ekhanda (the person hits a boy on the head} 

but.urnuntu uhleli ekhandeni (the person is deceiving); this is 

usually found in the forms: usekhandeni or us6khandeni, 

umfana uya ekhaya lakhe(the boy is going home) but 

ibhubesi liya ekhayeni lalo (the lion goes to its den),' where 

ekhayeni refers to a home of'an animal. 
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umfana ulunguza emnyango (the boy peeps in the door) but 

umfana uvela emnyangweni wez6limo (the boy hails from the 

Ministry/Department of Agriculture) 

Two variatie.>ns of tone can be used in the locative of ikhanda 

(a head) and ikhaya (home), e.g. ekhanda / ekhanda and ekhaya / 

ekhaya 

4.0.2 Primary forms of adjuncts are relatively few. These ad

juncts cannot further be analysed into formatives. The following 

are some of these adjuncts: na, pho, nini, b6: 

umfana ufunani na? (what is the boy looking for?) 

udlalelani pho? (why are you playing then?) 

uhamba nini? (when are you going?) 

funame wafika, b6: (mother came, for sure:) 

The relationship of these adjuncts to the predicate is not to be 

sought in their form but in their function a.nd their substi tut.;;:

bili ty with other adjuncts post-verbally. They are adjuncts par 

excellence because they are primary forms syntactically governed by 

the predicate. Question adjuncts form a very close unit with 

the predicate. 

4. 0. 3 The 'ideophone may, to a certain extent, be regarded as an 

adjunct. There are some conflicting views regarding the syntac

tic stature of the ideophone. Prof. G. Fortune, Prof. c. Doke, 

D. Fivaz and D. Kunene have written on the ideophone, Doke (1961, 

p.225) who is thought to be the first to use the term 'ideophone' 

in Bantu languages puts the ideophone and adverb under the de

scriptive. I-le defines it as follows: 

The ideophone is a word, often onomatopoeic, which 

describes a predicate in respect to manner, colour 

sound or action. 

It is not clear why Doke says it 'describes the predicate in re

spect to colour' because in a sentence like umfana uggoke Ihembe 
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elimhlophe gwil.(a boy is we>aring a snow white shirt) qwa does 

not describe the predicate but the relative. The ideophone is 

not limited to the predicate. Ziervogel (1952 p.160) places the 

ideophone in the status of adjuncts: 

Ideophones which are in fact adverbs may be classified 

according to the number of syllables. 

It should be pointed out that the ideophone may have adjunct 

function but not always. 

Fortune (1971 p.237) says: 

the ideophone was found, nevertheless, to be analogous 

to the verb, and this analogy was found to be useful 

in distinguishing speech styles characterised respec

tively by presence of verbs and ideophones. 

In this respect Fortune is in agreement with Kunene (1965 p,20) 

who says: 

The main thesis put forward here is that the ideophone 

is a dramatisation of action and states,and the con

clusion is that the two predicative types must be re

cognised for the Bantu languages viz. the'narratj_ve' 

and the dramatic. 

This is an important observation though it cannot he accepted in 

its entirety since dramatisation and narration are placed on a 

par. Function has a big role to play in such marginal words. 

It is difficult to conceive of the ideophone as a verb because 

it has no tenses, no conjugation and cannot form the simple sen

tence by the mere addition of SC. What appears to be important 

in this study are different degrees of description. The ideo

phone is mostly a dramatic descriptive i.e. intensifier adjunct 

whereas other adjuncts are ordinary descriptives. 

4.0.4 The adjunct is an open class i.e. some other parts of 

speech may function as adjuncts. 'l'he adjective and the relative 

may be aligned with the nouns in that they can be found in ad-
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junct position. In Zulu thei:-e ai:-e also devei:-bative ideophones 

i.e. ideophones dei:-ived fi:-om the roots of the vei:-bs, e.g. 

wamshaya shayiyane(he actually hit him) 

umfana uhlekahlekiyane (the boy is actually laughing) 

inja iyalwna lumiyane (the dog actually bites) 

The verb root suffixes -iyane to form such ideophones. These 

ideophones only intensify the action oi:- state of the verb. 

4.0.5 There is a numbei:- of formatives used in the construction 

of secondai:-y adjuncts. These are nga-, njenga-, na-, ku-, kuna-, 

and bu-. The foi:-mative bu- also places some few verbs in the 

position of adjuncts e.g. 

wnfana udla bume (the boy eats standing up) 

ubaba ukhulwna bulala (father talks lying down) 

umame wntshele buthule (mother told him being quiet) 

There are also prefixal vowel formatives used in the formation 

of locati'ves i.e. _g- and 2- e.g. esik61eni (at school) 6khalweni 

(in the veld). The pi:-efixal vowel formatives are usually accom

panied by relevant suf:fixes. There are also formative adjuncts 

referred to as enclitics which have a fixed position after the 

verb: hamba-ke ( go then) , hamba bo ( So go)! hamba n-ie ( just go) , 

uha.mbaze (He travels naked). It is evident that the adjunct has 

a variety of forms due to its being an open syntactic category. 

~ntactic relations of adjuncts 

4.1.0 In most grammars adjuncts which are adverbials are classi

fied according to their meaning and formation. Cole (1955 

p. 340) says: 

It is most convenient, for practical purposes to 

classify Tswana adverbs into three main categories: 

(a) Locative Adverbs, mainly indicating place; 

(b) Temporal Adverbs, indicating time; 

(c) Manner Adverbs, with a number of sub-divisions 

according to method of formation. 
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Doke (1961 p.231) classifies them according to their method of 

formation: 

(1) Locatives formed from substantives 

(2) Adverbs of manner derived from other parts of speech 

by the use of the adverbial formatives ka-, ~-, 

kuna-, nga-, njenga-, nganga-, kwa-

(3) Nouns, either full or shorn of initial vowel. 

(4) Miscellaneous adverbs. 

In this study adjuncts will be examined according to their rela

tion to the predicate. This would involve the examination of the 

positions the adjuncts can take in the sentence. There are 

three syntactic relations of adjuncts: 

(a) Adjuncts with a fixed position i.e. occurring only 

after the predicate. 

(b) Adjuncts with a partially fixed position i.e. 

occurring after the predicate but also before it 

on a limited scale. 

( c) Adjuncts with a flexible position i.e. adjuncts 

occurring after and before the predicate, with 

considerable freedom. 

(a) Adjuncts with a fixed position after the predicate. 

4,2,0 These adjuncts always occur after the predicate. They are 

mainly primary adjuncts though there are also secondary ones. 

Some ideophone_s heve a fixed po Bi tion a:t'ter the predicate e.g. 

imvula ina dli (the rain rains pouringly) 

intombi ihlezi dekle ( the girl is sitting down: flatly' ) 

ubaba warnbamba nggi (father caught him tightly) 

A few other ideophones have a fixed position before the predicate 

e.g. kwathi dukuduku wafika (within no time, he arrived) 

phathaphatha ngih~mbile, wangilandela (no sooner had I left 

than he followed me) 
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Though in this study we are concerned with the ideophone co

occurring with the predicate, it must be borne in mind that the 

ideophone may have other functions as well. Two other important 

functions are mentioned here: 

(i) Predicative function of the ideophone 

Here the ideophone co-occurs with the noun which is usually 

shorn of its initial vowel. In this instance, the ideophone 

is the 'dramatisation' of the perceived action or event. cf, 

Kunene (1965, p.20). It may also replace its cognate verb, 

Cf. Horton (1945 p.152). 

Note the following examples: 

majazana nta (of overcoats being flown in the air i.e. when a 

person wearing an overcoat is running, the bottom of an overcoat 

is blown) 

zingutshana klebhu ( clothes r.~,Pped) 

The ideophone nta may be preceded by the auxiliary verb -thi as 

in am,ijazana athi nta whereas klebhu may succeed its cognate pre

dicate as in izingutshana zadabuka klebhu, 

(ii) Interjective function of the ideophone 

Correspondence between the ideophone and the interjective is 

often observed in tone, stress and length. Moreover the ideo

phone may have interjective function. This usually occurs when 

it is onomatopeoic e.g. 

pe, sasuka isj_timela (there whistles the train as it pulls off) 

bham, yawa phansi invcSni (off goes the bullet and.the bird falls) 

Here it should be noted that there is a pause after the ideo

phones: what follows the ideophone is actually an independent 

sentence, 

4.2.l The enclitic adjuncts cannot be shifted to the front e.g. 

ubaba uvahamba nje (father ~s just going) 

umfana uyahan,ba-ke ( the boy is going then) 

umame uyaharoba bo (mother is indeed going) 
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ingane ihambaze(the child is going naked) 

-ls.§. and-~ cannot be separated from the predicate whereas nje 

and bo can: 

uyahamba umuntu nje (the person is just going) 

uyahamba umuntu bo! (the person lS indeed going)! 

The question adjuncts cannot be shifted to the front: 

uhamba nini umuntu? (when is a person going?) 
, 

uhambaphi umuntu? (where is a person going?) 

ufunani? (what does he want?) 

bayaphila na? (how are they?) 

4.2.2 The noticeable feature of these fixed adjuncts is that 

they do not have the so-called adverbial formatives, Van Eeden 

(1956 p.480) remarks on such adjuncts as follows: 

Daar:, is egter ook 'n geringe getal adverbia wat nie •n 

adverbiale of 'n ander formatief bevat nie, al tans nie 

een waarvan die gebruik noemenswaardig of die funksie 

duidelik is nie. 

Van Eeden is here referring to primary adverbs. He does not 

include the ideophone under adverbs, as he says: 

Die klassifikasie van die ideofoon saam met die adver

biUJn as behorende tot dieselfde hoofwoordsoort, die 

deskriptief, berus dus nie op besonder sterk grand nie; 

trouens dit is enigins geforseerd. Cf. (p.41:i;}) 

This remark appears to be etiose when consideration is given to 

the adjunct as an open syntactic category. It has been observed 

that the nominals (including adjectives and relatives) and verbals 

could be adjuncts depending on their function in relation to the 

predicate. The slot of an adjunct may be filled in by many and 

varied forms, the ideophone being one of them. This hierarchy 

shows fluidity which is not uncommon in syntax. 

4.2.3 Some secondary adjuncts have a fixed position after the 

predicate just like primary ones. This is, however, common with 
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certain expressions e.g. 

urnuntu uthatha nq6zwani (the person steals lit. a person 

takes by toes) . 

urnfana uthatha ngamawala (the boy rushes lit. the boy takes 

by rush) 

imbiza izwiwa ngbthi (there are many people lit. the pot is 

tasted by a stick) 

The adjuncts which show positional relatj.onships do not change 

position: 

umfana udla bume (the boy eats standing up) 

ubaba ugwaza bukhome (father stabs at close quarters) 

ingane.idla bulala (the baby eats lying down) 

Deverbative ideophones are also fixed: 

umfana uhleka hlekiyane (the boy actually laughs) 

inja iyaliima lum:[yane ( the dog actually bites) 

ubaba wambamba bambiyane (father actually caught him) 

(b) Adjuncts with a partially fixed position 

4.3.0 Adjuncts which are not always found in a fixed position 

but which, in certain instances, can be shifted to the front are 

referred to as partially fixed. Such adjuncts are, in the main, 

secondary, The type of an adjunct which follows the passive 

predicate also falls under partially fixed adjuncts. The 

follow1ng show how partially fixed adjuncts operate: 

(i) umfana ukhulurna ngaye (the boy is talking about him) 

(i:i.) inkom6 ishaywa ngu.mfana (the cow is hit by the boy) 

(iii) ubaba ushaya umfana ngenduku (father hits the boy with a 

stick) 

(iv) inkalankala ihamba lukeke (the crab moves sideways) 

In the first sentence ngaye can shift to the front position: 

ngave urnfana uyakhuluma (about him the boy talks) 

Such shifting to the front is not so common in the language. 
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Commoner forms are: 

ng6J6su siyosindiswa (through Christ we shall be saved) 

ngamehlo siyab6na (with eyes, we see) 

Evidently the predicate used determines the nature of front

shifting in partially fixed position. 

4.3.l. In (ii) the identificative copulative ngumfana could be 

shifted but this occur·s in rare circumstances as in 

ngurnfana, .f.yashaywa J:nkom6 (by the boy, the cow is hit) where the 

question ishaywa ngubani inkom6? (by whom is the cow hit ?) is 

answered. However, this is a rather stilted sentence where the 

speaker or writer deliberately wants to bring focus on the copu

lative. Usually when this occurs, preference is given to the 

relative construction: 

ngurrtfana 6shaya inkom6 (it is a boy who hits a cow) 

In sentence (iii) the shifting of ngenduku is not as inflexible 

as it is with the first two sentences: 

ngenduku ubaba ushaya umfana (with the stick father hits a boy) 

nqenduku ushaya umfana, ubaba (with the stick he 'father' 

hits a boy) 

Here focus is brought to bear on the instrumental adjunct 

nqenduku. With lukeke (sideways) shifting is not so free though 

in stilted sentence form it is acceptable to say: 

lukeke, iyahamba J:nkalankala (sideways the crab moves) 

4.3.2 From the foregoing adjuncts it is observed that they stand 

between fixed and flexible ones. The predicate used is also 

important since with one predicate shifting is easily effected 

while with the other this is not the case. Compare the following: 

umfana uthenqa noemali (the boy buys with money) and 

urnfana udlala ngcmali (the boy plays with money i.e. he wastes 

money) 

Shifting occurs smoothly with ngemali where the predicate is 

uthenga: 
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ngemali, umf ana uva th6ng,{ •tc with money, the boy buys) 

umfana, ngemali, uyathenga (the boy buys with money) 

With the predicate udlala shifting is not as smooth, cf. 

ngemali, umfana uyadlala ('tnoney, the boy wastes) 

Partially fixed adjuncts are mainly. connected with adverbial 

formatives such as ,!lf@-, ka-, kuna-, !!h'lc-, n ·jenga-, .!::@_-. But 

form does not always guarantee the nature of shifting. Fused 

stems with pha- such as pJ12msi (down), phezulu (up) have also 

partially fixed position. cf. phan si sihlezi/ sihlezi pMmsi 

(we are sitting down). This does not apply when the concord 

ku- is used. 

(c) Adjuncts with a flexib.l.e position. 

4.4,0 Adjuncts which may occupy any position in the sentence 

are regarded as having a flexible position. There is quite a 

number of such adjuncts in the language. They are an admixture 

of primary and secondary forms. Flexible primary forms are 

_njalo (always), belu (by the way), futhi (again), ha.la (of course) 

Cf.~ and njalo: 

ubaba uyamb6na belu (father sees him, by the way) 

belu uyamb6na ubaba (by the way, father sees him) 

uyamb6na belu ubaba (father sees him, by the way) 

ubaba , h, us aya umfana njalo (father hits the boy always) 

ubaba ushaya n·jalo umfana (father hits always, the boy) 

ubaba nja.1.o ushaya umfana (father always hits the boy) 

njalo ubaba ushaya fonfana (Always father hits the boy) 

Secondary forms such as nembala (of course, indeed), ngempela 

(really),mahlayeni (unawares, surreptitiously), kadeni (of 

course) are flexible in the sentence, cf, mahlayeni and kadeni: 

ubaba ulimaza umfana mahlay6ni (father injures the boy 

unawares) 
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Ubab;:\ \J.mlirn<;;\za mahla.VE~n.:L {unf (J.na ( father injures I unawares 1 

the boy) 

boy) 

mahlayeni ubaba uli:c1aza {L",ofana ( unawares father injures the 

boy) 

Note, also kadeni: 

umfana ulusa izi.nkom6 kad,fni (the boy looks after cattle, of 

course) 

umfc'ina uyazilusa kcJ.d6ni. .izink◊m6 (the boy looks after cattle, 

of course) 

umfana kadeni ulusa .izink◊m6 ( the boy, of course, looks after 

cattle) 

kadeni (rrnf ana ul usa i zink0n,6 ( of course, the boy looks after 

cattle) 

4,4.l In most instances the locative is flexible. Compare the 

locative forms commencing in ls._s- : 

(1mf,!ina (1v6J.a kudc (the boy comes from afar) 

umfana ucela intornbi kude (the boy negotiates marriage with 

a girl far away) 

In the first sentence~ is fixed whereas in the second it is 

flexible: 

umfana uyicela kude intombi (the boy negotiates marriage with 

a girl far away) 

kude umfana ucela/uyayicela intornbi (far away, a boy negotL,tes 

marriage with the girl) 

This is also the case with ku~~ona. ( to them): 

15.mfana ugonde kuzona ( the boy is going towards them) 

umfana ub6ncc"' kl'izona (the boy gives thanks to them) 

K(tzona u,,ed with verb-ste,rn -go,·,,,·,\6, has a stable position whereas 

the one used with -bonqa is flexible: 

umf ana kl'.izona uy ;fbonga ( the boy, to them, gives thanks) 
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kuzona umfana uyabonga (to them, the boy gives thanks) 

4.4.2 Most locatives with noun-stems have pndilrnl vowel forma

tives, the root and the suffix e.g. esik6leni (at school), 

esihlahleni (on the tree), 6khalweni (at the veld), embotsheni 

( in the hole) . At times, the root which is i.1ostly a constant 

may be affected by sound mutation as in imbob6 (a hole) -

embotsheni (in the hole). These locatives are also flexible 

in word order in many instances, e.g. 

umfana ufunda esik6leni (the boy learns at school). 

umfana esik61eni uyafunda (the boy lears at school). 

esik61eni umfana uyaf1inda ( at school, the boy .learns). 

Then there are those locatives which do not have the suffix 

tho\igh having the initial .locative vowel e.g. ekhaya (at home), 

emsamo (around the corner of the inside of a house). Such 

locatives are also flexible. 

4-.4.3 It is possible to have more than one word forming an 

adjunct i.e. a word group of adjuncts in the sentence. In such 

a group, sequential priority of individual words may be con

sidered. Note the following: 

eduze kwekhaya (near home) 

:S.muva kwabantu (behind people) where the adjunct is :Collowed 

by a form having the locative concord ku- which gives rise to 

a possessive. Such a word group consists of an adjunct and a 

possessive in which case the adjunct precedes the possessive 

form. But when two or more adjuncts form a word group, word 

order is not fixed, cf. manje emsebenzini (now 'at' work): 

umfana ufika manje emsebenzin.i (the boy has just come to work) 

umfana emsebenzini ufika manje (the boy has just come to work) 

6mseb~~nzini ufika manje umfana (to work, the boy has just come) 

manje ufika emsebcnzini umfana (now, the boy has come to work) 

Here there is an individual interchange of adjuncts and the 

question of focus comes clearJ.y to the fore•. 
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4.4.4 '.I'he division of adjuncts into fixed, partially fixed and 

flexible positions is not watertight. An adjunct may be fixed 

with one predicate and the same adjunct may be flexi.ble with 

another predicate. The shi.fting of an adjunct is important with 

regard to focus. At times front-shifting of adjuncts is important 

with regard to the meaning of the sentence as a whole rather 

than mere focus on a particular adjunct, cf. 

umfana uvela ekhaya (the boy comes from home) vs. 

ekhaya uyavela umfana (the boy does gQ home) where the long 

form of the present tense has. an added significance of meaning: 

Note also the difference in meaning between 

umfana usebenza eG6Jj_ ( the boy works in Johannesburg) and 

eG61i uyasebenza umfana (in Johannesburg, the boy is working), 

where the latter sentence has an added shade of meaning: the boy 

has not been working at some other place but is now working in 

Johannesburg or the boy is actually doing a good piece of job in 

Johannesburg. Notice should also be taken of the affinity 

between the adjunct and conjunctive e.g. futhi (again)and lapha 

(here). The front-shifting of these can alter the meaning of 

the sentence, cf. 

umfana uhamhile futhi (the boy has gone again) and 

futhi umfana uhambile (what is more, the boy has gone). 

In the first sentence futhi is adverbial whereas in the second 

one futhi is conjunctive in nature, hence the difference in 

meaning between the two sentences. 

Predicate-Adjunct Semantic Relations 

4.5.0 It has been observed in Chapter II above how important the 

LSFs are in predicate-noun relations. The adjunct, as a secondary 

word category, manifests "';ome of the relations that exist in 

primary noun forms. However, it must be clear that there is 

surface relation as shown by surface form and semantic relation 
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not shown in surface form. Such a contrast may be put this way: 

the form assumed by a word vs. the meanin9 inherent in the form, 

Cf. uhamba :t'.mJ'.ni/emini (he goes durin9 day time) where though 

emini has a locative form denotes temporal relation. On the 

level of semantic relation adjuncts are divided into: 

(a) Overt adjuncts - Adjuncts marked on the surface i.e. those 

having external markers such as 6sik61,mi ( at school) , 6kuseni 

(in the morning), kubantu (to the people), njenqobaba (as the 

father). .These adjuncts have secondary forms, the adjunct itself 

being mainly a derived word category. 

(b) Covert adjuncts - Adjuncts wlb.ich are not marked on the 

surface e.g. izolo (yesterday), i.mpela (really), mihla (daily), 

futhi (again), ~ (when), njalo(always), mi\nje (now), laoha 

(here) , khona ( there., at that place) . 

(a) Overt Adjuncts 

4.6.0 Under overt adjuncts there are instrumentals, locatives 

and derived forms having prefixal formatives such as n1enqa-, 

( i) 'l'he Instrumental 

4. 7,0 'fhe instrumental has formal distinctive features as well 

as semantic features. As an adjunct, the instrumc,,nta1 is shown 

by the external marker . ng11- as in 

ubaba ushaya (i,--r,fana ngenduku (father hits the boy with a stick) 

urnfana ubha1a ng6,peni (the boy writes with a pencil) 

inja ilurna ngamazS.nyo ( the dog bites with teeth) 

Xn these sentences the instrumental form co-exists with 

instrumental LSF. There are instances where the adjunct 

formativ,~ nga- does not indicate instrumental LSF. This forma

tion has also the locative and factive LSFs, Cf. 

ubaba ugula ngekhanda (father is suffering from headache/ 
father is mad) 

Here ngekhanda has locative LSF since it denotes the location 

o·f the event i.e. ubaba {1cnHa e;d1a.nda. But in sentences like 
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ubaba ukhullima nq6rnfi,na ( fath,,r is talking about the boy) 

izinqan,o sif'i'.1ndc1 nqez:[mlx,1.:i, ( children 1e<>rn about flowers) 

ng6mfana and ngezimbali are factive directive. The noun 

umfana featuring as nq6mUina is the fact talb:,d about, likewise 

with ngs,zimbali. This shows that the factive does not always 

coincide with traditional object_since such,-,n object is capable 

of taking the OC. Another LSFs which could be conta.ined in .!lS@_

is the comitative and tsrnporaL cf. 11babci ushc'\y21 umfana ng6nd1Jku 

where the instrumental ngenduku has comitative LSPsc But in 

wahamba ngokush6na kwelanga (he went at sun set) ngokush6na 

indicates time. 

(ii) The Locative 

4.8.0 The locative has also formal distinctive features i.e. 

there are external or surface markers for the locative. Notwith

standing, the locative form does not always coincide with loca

tive LSF. The following are locative forms having locative LSF: 

urnfana uya c,khaya (the boy is going home) 

i zingane z:lg6nde 6sik61eni ( children are moving to school) • 

ubaba uhlezi esitulweni (father is seated on a chair) 

{uname u.gula ,:\mzimbeni (mother is ill in the body) 

Added to the locative LSP there is directional nuance in the 

first two sentences whereas the last two have no such nuance. 

The locative ku- can play an important role in these relations. 

When a kind of focus is intended the locative forms given above 

can prefix ku- through their absolute pronouns in which case the 

locative forms revert to their former corresponC!ing nouns: 

umfana uya k\'i.lo ikh5.ya ( the boy is going to the home) 

izingane zig5nde kuso isik61e (children are moving to~ 

school) 

ubaba uhlez.i k{1so isitl'.ilo (father is seated on the chair) 

umame ugula kuwo umziinba(xmother is ill in the body) 

In such instances the locative constituit:es a part of adjunct word 
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group. When the locative takes subject function i.e. subjec

tivization of the locative, ku- is ~sually preferred as a 

concord. Cf, 

ekhaya, uyava umf,lna (home, the boy goes): vs. 

ekhaya b1ya umfana (to the home, there goes the boy) 

In the first sentence the locative is general, in the second it 

is specified by its concord, hence definite or specific. 

4.8.l 'l'here are surface locatives which do not have locative LSF 

Note the following sentences: 

izingane zadumala ekuhambeni kukathisha (children were sad 

owing to the le.<i.ving· ·of the teacher) 

isik6le sigala ekuseni (t.he school starts in the morning) 

wakhala ekuben.i. nqimt .. shell'.le (he cried after I had told him) 

In these sentences ekuhambeni and ekuseni have temporal relation 

whereas ekuben.i. is con_iunctive, empeleni. in a sentence 

empeleni umfana uyafunda (in fact. the boy is learning) is 

simply a modi:Cier and has no locative LSF, 

(iii) Some other adjunct forms marked in the surface. 

4.9.0 'l'hese are secondary forms which have adjunct markers. 

The formative na- is the surface marker for comit.ative-associa

tive: 

ubaba uhamba n6mamc0 (father is going along with mother). 

In fact n6m,~me is a conjo.i.ned subject transferred to the ad

junct position. But in ,irnf ana ufundana nencwadi ( the bey is 

busy reading a book), nencwadi is the factive. The formative 

kuna- expresses comparison: 

ubaba uhamba Jrnkhi'.l.lu ko.n6marne ( father travels a lot more than 

mother) 

Manner is expressed by the marker ka- e.g. 

ingane ikha.l ,\ kabuhl ,foqu ( the baby cries painfully) 

ikhehla lisebenza kancane (the old man works slowly) 

(b) Covert Adjuncts 
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4.10.0 These adjuncts have no formal distinctive features. !t 

is thei.r use which shows that they are adjuncts. The.i..r L:s;:,· do 

not necessarily correspond with a particular surface form. 

There is quite a number of such adjuncts but only a few will be 

given here. 

(i) Agentive adjuncts: When the passive predicate is followed 

by a copulative, the copulative usually has the agentive LSF e.g. 

6mfana 15.shaywa ngubaba (the boy is hit by father) 

(ii) Tonipora1 adjuncts: those indicating time e.g. 

umfana uhamba njalo (the boy goes always) 

i.zingane z,if.ike J'.zo1o ( children came yesterday) 

intombi iyageza manje ( the girl .i.s washing herself now) 

(iii) Question adjuncts; those used in asking questions e.g. 

umuntu uyahamba na? (is a person going?) 

bafike nini abantu? (When did the people come?) 

uvelaph;i'. ph6? (Where does he come from then?) 

(iv) Emphatic adjuncts: when an adjunct modifies the predicate 

by emphasising its meaning then it is an emphatic one. e.g. 

umuntu uyahamba nj6 (the person is indeed going). Care 

should be taken to distinguish between emphatic nje crnd the 

de-emphatic one which has.ci. J..ow·tone as in umuntu uyahamba nje 

( the person is merely going). 

h1kom6 .{yadl,§.-ke ( the cow is eating then) . Here -ke has 

emphatic significance. 

(v) Stative adjuncts: i.e. indicating a state or position in 

which the substantive finds itself e.g. 

ukhuluma buthule (he speaks being silent) 

ufunda bula)..a (he reads lying down) 

4.10.l From the foregoing analysis of an adjunct it is clear 

that it is derived fror:: different stems. Such stems may be 

nomj.nals, verbsls er conjunctive. The ideophone is to s degree, 

also used as an adjuncc. Proper adjuncts which do not show any 
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derivation are few. It stands'; to Tocu,on tho:,1 tlwt an 11.c:junct 

is an open syntactic category. It is noted that the relation

ship between the predicate and primary forms of nouns is mainly 

based on congruence, cf. r<cstricted, partially restricted and 

unrestricted concords. With adjuncts, the relationship is based 

on government. Th0 syntactic relationship of adjuncts to 

predicates is therefore d0t0rmined by word order, cf. fixed, 

partially fixed and flexible adjuncts. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

S·urface structure as express(~d by the O:t'dt;j:J:inq of subject, 

predicate, object and adjunct 

5.0.0 Thus far it has been observed that the terms subject 

object , and adjunct are well understood when semantic 

relationship is considered. When these terms are shorn of 

their semantic content, they refer to surface structure of the 

sentence, i.e. they are concerned with the positions the words 

take up. A formal expression of ordering is obtained when the 

predicate is taken as the centre or pivot of a sentence with 

one place verb, two place verb "·' three place verb. The noun 

occurring in the first slot has the subject function, the one 

occurring in the second slot has object function and the one 

occurring in the third slot has mainly the adjunct function. 

5.0.1 The predicate with the s C is the minimum requirement 

of sentence formation e.g. 

uyahamba (he is going) 

zilele (they are asleep) 

bayab6na (they see) 

In the present tense there is an inclusion of an auxiliary 

predicate -ya- when the verb is used because -ya- brings 

definiteness to the predicate. 'I'heSC though expressing agree

ment is pronominal. In describing.the concord Ziervogel 

(1959, p. 132) says: 
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'l'he concord, whatever form it assumes, always 

refers to a noun actually named or only under

stood. The usual English term used in this 

connection viz. agree, refers to the form 

rather than its function. The concord is 

pronomi.nal in function. 

This shows that the verb in its sentence formation requires 

a noun i.e. a noun or its concord. So a sentence with only 

a SC and a verb can be enlarged by the inclusion of a noun 

as the subject of the sentence e.g. 

ubaba uyahamba (father is going) 

izingane zilele (children are .asleep) 

abantu bayab6na (people see) 

5.0.2 Since -ya- has an intransitivizing influence, it is 

not usually used when the object is added, cf. 

umfana ushaya inkom6 (the boy hits a cowl 

ubabc'i ub6na (uuame ( father sees mother) 

inkom6 idla utsl,Sni (the cow eats grass) 

However, when the OC is included, the ~ may also be included: 

umfana uyay.ishava :Cnkom6 (the boy is hitting the cowl 

ubaba uyambona umame (father sees mother) 

inkom6 iyabudla ,:tshani. ( the cow is eating grass) 

The OC gives definiteness to the object. When the oc is in

cluded, the object itself is not compulsory e.g. 

uyayishaya (he is hitting it) 

uyamb6na (he sees her) 

.:Cyabudla (he is eating it) 

If focus is brought to bear on the noun of the second position, 
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that noun is shifted to the front e.g. 

:( l 6 , .. ' . ' _, . n <.Om , uyay:1.sndy,.:-1. urntana (*the cow he hits it the boy) 

umame, uyamb6nc1 ubc1ba (*mother he sees her father) 

utshan:i, iyab(idla inkom6 (·kgrass :it eats it, the cow) 

Such focus is also achieved in passive transformation e.g. 

inkom6 ishavwa ngwhfana ( the cow is hit by a boy) 

utshani budL(wa yink6m6 ( grass is eaten by a cow) 

Here the object has become the surface subject; the original 

subject has become an adjunct in function. 

5. 0, 3 There can be two or more subjects in a sentence. When 

the predicate is one plac('c, the other subject may follow the 

predicate, cf. 

ubaba n6mame bayahamba (father and mother are going) 

ubaba uhamba n6mame (father goes along with mother) 

The noun n6mame ~s a transferred conjoined subject in the last 

sentence, Such transferred subject is called by Ziervogel 

(1959, p. 161) the 'conjunctive adverb: This shows that the 

noun of an original first position can have two other functions, 

v~z. the agentive adjunct (in passive construction) and conjunc

tive adjunct (in conjoined subjects). When ku- is used as the 

SC, one or two nouns (subjects) can follow the predicate e.g. 

kuhamba ubaba n6mame (there go father and mother) 

ku.:f.:unda umfana nentbrnbaz,c1ne ( there learn a boy and a girl) 

kudla izinkomo (there eat cattle) 

In such sentences, the p'redicc,te does not take the long form 

of the present tense. When the noun of the first slot occurs 

after the predicate, it means that it has been shifted to the 

back. So in sentences li1,e 
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ubaba 1'.iharnba n6mame ( father goes along with mother) 

kuhamba ubaba n6mame (there go father and mother) 

bayahamba 6baba n6mame ( *they an, going, father and mother) 

there is back-shifting of subjects. Back-shifting of subjects 

and front-shifting of objects are important operational pro

cedures in the ordering of predicates and nouns. This is well 

illustrated in a sentence where there is both a subject and 

an object e.g. 

umfana ushaya inkom6 (the boy hits a cow) 

Here the subject can be shifted to the back and the object 

to the front, this way; 

1nkom6, uyayishaya umfana (*the cow, he hits it the boy) 

Sometimes shifting only occurs with the subject or with the 

object e.g. 

uyayishaya inkom6 1'.irnfc'ina (*he, the boy, is hitting the cow) 

umfana, inkom6 uyayishaya (*the boy, the cow he is hitting it) 

5.0.4 Xn a sentence where there is an object, the adjunct 

occurs after an object in normal word order e.g. 

umfana ush,!iya .fnkom6 ngenduku (the boy hits a cow with a stick) 

The object and adjunct can chang-e their positions <i).c\coily i.e. 

the adjunct is shifted to the front while the object is shifted 

to the back, cf. 

umfana uyishaya ngenduku 1nkom6 (*the boy hits it with a stick, 

the cow) 

Adjuncts can take the subject position easily when they are used 

with the eoncord ku- e.g. 

esibhak;,;bhakc~ni kuyabanda (in the sky, it is cold) 

endlini kuyasl::C.e:;a (in the house, it 3.,., warm) 
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The LSFs and Ordering 

5.1.0 Sentence surface structure is concerned with pos1.-

tions the words can take,,in a giv'im sentence. In surface 

structure the subject occupies the first position, the object 

occupies the second and th0 adjunct the third. In order that 

syntax obtains explanatory adequacy, i.t becomes urgent that 

the deep relations of words are taki:rn into cognizclnce. It is 

at this level that the theory of LSFs is born. Such a theory 

is not necessarily new-fangled as it more or less coincides 

with what has been called 'case relations' by other linguists 

not necessarily concerned with Bantu languages. The model has 

a predicate as its starting point. The predicate mainly gives 

information about a noun or its co-rcfc,rcnt. Tho noun ,,,bout 

which information is given coi:responds roughly with the sub

ject and the object in surface structure. The noun has semantic 

relations with the predicate irrespective of the position it 

fills. Starosta (1973, p. 9) also considers the predicate as 

a starting point: 

the deep structure contains a predicate and a 

list of arguments, none of which is the deep 

subject, and then setting up a subject choice 

hierarchy to account for the fact that certain 

of these deep arguments are pi:eferred over 

others as subjects of corresponding surface 

sentences. 

Starosta puts it quite clearly when he talks of 'choice 

hierarchy'since the predicate used nw.kes choices. Some predi

cates choose the agentive as the preferred subject while others 
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choose the patient as their preferred subject. In Zulu there 

is nonetheless no water-tight sub-categorisation of choices 

i.e. the same predicate in one instance chooses the, agentive 

as its preferred subject and in another choos,ls the patient as 

its preferred subject, cf. 

umfana ulele (the boy is asleep) : subject as a patient 

umfana ulele intombi (the boy is having sex with a girl) 

subject as an agentive 

5.1.1 The choices as observed above determine semantic re.la-

tions. There is a similar choice hiei:·archy in object position, cf. 

intombi idlala isilima (the maiden is wasted by a fool) 

where the agentive isilima (a fool) is the object of the sur-

face sentence and intornbi (a maiden) is the subject of the 

surface sentence. The sentence as given above can have another 

meaning but only one meaning is given here. More often the pre

dicate chooses the factive as its preferred object e.g. 

umfana udlala ibhola (the boy is. playing football) 

The factiv,~ ibhola is the object of th,, sentence. It is clear 

that the agentive and the £active LSFs occur with the predicate 

marked for causation. In a sentence where there is both an 

agentive and a factive the usual ordering is as follows: 

A--V-F where A corresponds with th,, subject of the surface 

sentence and F corresponds with the object of the surface sen

tence. By usual ordering here is meant basic word or·der. 'l'he 

conclus.ion reached is that there are two types of orderings, viz. 

(i) prinMry word order 

(ii) secondary word order 

Primary word orck.r concerns itseJ.f with major LSFs viz. the 
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agentive and the factive. 'rhC' agentive in this order has 

priority of sequence over the factivC' in two or three place 

verbs. This would IDC'an that a sentence contains th(o predicate' 

and two hierarchies of relation, cf. 1'.trnUina 1'.tdlala ibh<'\la 

(the boy is playing football) where the predicate has chosen 

the agentive umf,fna as the subject of the sentence and the 

factive ibh6la as the object of the sentence. 

5.1.2 Secondary word order concerns itself with surface 

sentence structure. It also accounts for front-shifting of 

factives and back-shifting of agentj.ves (alteration of primary 

word order) as in ibh<'\la, 1'.walidlal,, umfana (*the football he 

plays it, the' boy). Though i:bhola has taken up the subject po-

sition and u.mf'ana the object position, urnfana has grammatical 

priority since .its concord appears as the SC. The SC 1l::: is 

therefore an indicator that umfana .is the subject of the sur

f ace structure even before word shifting takes place. The 

sentence kuhamba ubaba (thei:-e goes fathei:-) has secondary word 

oi:-der because it signals the shifting to the back of surface' 

structure subject uba.ba. Such shifting is accompanied by sur-

face variations i.e. substitution o::;· :b!.:: for ku- and the dele

tion of -ya-, cf. uyahamba ubaba'i. ( *he is going, father). The 

. ,:, mC'aning in this instance changes from the defin:Lte subject to ,. 
the indefinite subject and this coincides with the' SC changing 

fi:;·om rC'stricted to unrestricted relation. The passive trans

formation is eVC'n clearei:- as a secondary word order, cf. 

ibhc'>la lidLHwa ngurfcfiina (football is played by a boy) where 

1.bh6J.a is the~ subject of the tn;u::face scnt0nce sti:·uctu:i::-c~ and 

grammatically agrC'es with the predicate through the SC. •rhe 
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noun i'.1mfana becomes a secondary word category, viz. the 

copulative adjunct ngurfrEana. It is well to note that both 

the copulative and adj1.mct are secondary forms and therefore 

they should belong to secondary word order. 'I'o a de9roe, the 

intransitive use of certain predicates may show secondary 

word order, cf. 

uthisha udayisa incwadi (the teacher is selling a book) vs. 

incwadi iyadayisa (the book is selling) 

In the latte:,; example the predicate is used intransitively, and 

the factive occurs in the first slot as the subject of the pre

dicate: the agentive is neutral, hence secondary word order. 

5 .1. 3 Both primary and seconda:i::-y word orders are important in 

the study of a sentence. At the level of secondary word order 

the LSFs help establish the p:i::-imary word order e.g. in .ibh,'Ha 

lidlalwa nqumfana, ngurf1f;,\na is c~gentive and .HJh6la is factive. In 

the ordering of hierarchies, the agentive precedes the factive 

i.e. the predicate has an agentive as its preferred subject and 

the factive as the preferred object, hence 0:::fi,na udLHa ibh61a 

is the prima:i::-y ordering. 

Transitivity 

5,2,0 It has been observed that transitivity conce:i::-ns itself 

with p:i::-edicate-object relatio;,s. These relations involve form, 

function and meaning. It is rather difficult to put these three 

in water-tight compartments. The predicate has been found to 

have three forms: 
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( i) SC - verb stem 

(ii) SC - A.ux - VGrb stem 

(iii) SC - Aux - oc - verb stE@ 

It is rare that we find th,,, OC which is not preceded by the 

SC and the auxiliary predicate; this is only found with the 

imperative subjunctive, present-future tense e.g. 

mshay6 (hit him) 

In (i) the occurrence of an object is obligatory e.g. 

ubaba ub6na inkorn6 (father sees a cow) 

If the auxiliary -yci- of the present tense in (ii) is used 

wid1out the OC the object is essentially precluded e.g. 

ubaba uyab6na (father sees) 

However, in the future tense this does not hold, cf. 

ubaba uyob6na inkorn6 (father will see 21 cow) 

The form of the predicate is therefoi;e important, especially 

in the preesent tens.e, in the determination of the occurrence or 

non-occurrence of an object. The form of an object may be im

portant in transi ti vi ty, cf. pi·imary object. In the main, the 

primary object is found with its initial vowel and as sud1 its 

OC may be inserted in the predicate. If it is without the ini

tial vowel, it cannot have the OC, cf. conjoined objects showing 

indefiniteness e.g. ubaba u.sh2,ya nqanc, ntombi, mfana ( father 

hits baby, girl and boy} 

The function of the noun in the;, second slot may be 

stated in two ways: 

( i) shifting 

(ii) entailment 
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In (i) the noun (object) may be shifted to the front with the 

proviso that it takes the oc; here the predicate need not have 

any extension e.g. 

i nkom6, ubaba 15yavib6na (*the cow, fat her, he sees it) 

In (ii) the original object of the active predicate is now 

the subject in the first slot and the s :.,":ct of the active 

predicate is now the copulatiw:, in the adjunct slot, cf. 

inkom6, ib6nwa nqub&ba (*the cow, father, he sees it) 

This shows that the original obj;;ct of the 'active voice' 

may occur before or after the prediccste when primary word ordel' 

is altered either by shifting or entailment. 

5.2.2 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Meaning in transitivity may be stated in three ways: 

focus 

definiteness/indefiniteness 

LSFs. 

Pocus is expressed on the object wh,cn it occurs before the 

predicate e.g. inkom6 uyayib6na ubaba (*the cow, he sees it 

father) The object is definite when it is accompanied by its 

oc in the predicate e.g. ubab,i uyayib6na, i.nkom6 ( father sees 

the cow) whereas an indefinite object is well-illustrated when 

the noun is without the ini tL,l vowel and therefore incapable 

of having the oc e .. g. Ubab;.!~ 15.bona nkom6, h8.shi 1 mbl1zi (*father 

sees cow, horse and goat). 

'l'he LSFs help in showing sc c,ntic relationship of the objc. ·: ,: 

e.g. induku ( a stick) is an object: wi.th instrumental relation

( father fights with a stick). 

In ubaba 1:idilLu, indlu (father c,.estroys a house) indlu 
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( a house) is an object wit;·; f:active rela'cione,;hip. Finally 

it should be stated that transitivity need not be a notion,,l 

tenn indicating c1,n action that passes over to an objc,ct. 

Such a view would limit transitivity to factive:c: only. 

The Adjunct 

5.3.0 Finally the adjunct cnay be placed in its proper 

perspective in the following way: 

(i) 'rhe adjunct is mainly a secondary form; it is therefore 

an open syntactic category manifesting a var.i.ety of forms. It 

is a general statement to say that an adjunct is a nominal with

out concord since a point of departure is observed in such 

examples as boniyan,§ ( of seeing), ciB,i (when), bhalakaxa 

(of falling). 

(ii) Notionally the adjunct modifies the predicate; the 

character of modific;ation is often stated semantically. 

(iii) Adjuncts may be classified according to their degree 

of flexibility. The classification is not rigid and this marks 

the fluidity of adjuncts. 

(iv) In most cases the adjunct does not take a concord. In

stead of congruence, there is government. Eowever,the concord 

ku- occurs abundantly with the locative. The concord indicates 

that an adjunct can either be used as a subject or an object 

of a sentence, cf. 

ekhaya kuhlala ubaba (at home, stays fathe.i'.") : as the subject 

ubaba 6.yakut:hand,cc ekhava ( f,,ther likes it at home) : as the object 

(v) Adjuncts may occur as a word group. 

(vi) '1'he tentative syntactic criterion of an ad,junct is its 
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substitutability with another adjunct. 

(vii) In this study the adjunct is distinguished from an 

object morpho.logica.lly, syntactically and semantically. 

5. 3 . .l In conclusion it may be stated that in the study of 

the predicate in its relation to the noun: the subj,:,ct, the 

object and the adjunct are basically nouns irrespective of 

the forms they may asswne. In formal analysis then it is 

well to divide the nouns into primary forms and secondary 

forms. So our syntactic categories are contained in the for

mal categories as shown below; 

(A) Nouns 

(i) pr;i_mary nouns: as shown in the primary ordering of sub-

jects and objects featuring as agentivcs and factives e.g. 

1'.ibaba ub6na inkom6 ( father sees a cow). Both ubaba and 

inkom6 are primary nouns. 

(ii) secondary nouns; mainly as shown in the secondary 

ordering of agcntives and factives, cf. 

ubaba ushaya urnfana .tkhftnda (father hits the boy on the head) 

but 

umfana ushaywa ngubah~. ekhancb. (the boy .i.s hit by fat•:er on 

the head) 

Both the copulative ngubah~ ao;~ the .locative ,:,kh,wda are 

secondary nouns. In traditioncsl classification of the parts 

of speech the copulative is placGd under the predicative. This 

type of classification is in line with notional/syntactic approach 

because the copulative is placed und~~r tt.e predicat1ve because: 

of its idea and function i.e. the copulative has verba.l purport 
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and can fill the position o~ the verb, cfw 

~haba dv!ndoda (father is a man) 

enough to prove that. it fill,; the position of the verb. But 

when it complements the v,erb, there is no t·eason to con

sider it as verbal in purport since it can neither take tho 

SC nor can it have tense, cf~ 

ubaba 0b<5nwa yindoda (father is seen by a man) 

Here yindoda cannot take the SC and it is tenseless. But 

with Ubab~ Uvlr1doda1 the copulative has tense, cf. 

ubaba \'.izoba vindoda ( father will be a man) : future tense 

ubaba w<'iba. yindoda ( father became a man) past tense 

So the wholes.ale sub-categorisation of the copulative 

within the predicative is itself inappropriate; there 

predicative copulative and adjunct/complementary copulative. 

( B) Verbs 

If it is formally acceptable that the locatives and copulatives 

(those derived from nouns) are basically nouns, it can be 

equally acceptable to maintain that verbal roots may attach 

ccJrtain affixes and as such take new function and categoric;a

tion, cf. deverbative nouns,deverbative ideophones, anc the 

infinitive. Verbs ar·e therefore divided into: 

( i ) verbs proper the import,mt criterion of these is that 

they affix the SC and the OC e.g. (Nc:•vib6n,t (he se,es it). 

Ve:::."bs are marked / causatiot,/ and /non-causation/, cf. 
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(ii) 

ideopl1one and adjunct a.re considered. 11lhe in.firlJ. tive is the 

deverbative noun as far as th-;:-~ nomin(:i.l cha:cacteristics are 

conct.=;rr:u~di the class prefix uku- is a strong reason fo:c it 

being consid~~red a d1?V~rbc~tive. The i.nfinitive may also be 

a . fixed complernentary object, cf'. 

umfana uhamba ukuharnba (the boy is actually going) 

The deverbative ideophone is mainly found in the adjunct slot 

,, . g. {un:E,,,na wah<'l.mba hamJo:l'.yane ( the boy actually went) 

The deverbative adjuncts are usually called 'stative adverbs', 

c~ .L • \'.imf&na {idla 1::n.:im(0 (the boy eats standing up) 

lnq,::.Jr~·:: JcJ-16.rni.'il bu16.l,-'.i (the baby urinates lying down) 

It is clear then that nouns and verbs are basic in the cate-

qorisation of many words~ 

Slots w:i..th t'hc~.:Lr t)OS:sible fi1le.r LSFs 

(a) The predicate slot is obl.is;atory in the representa

tional sentence. The predicate slot consists of: 

( i) 

(.ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( V) 

the verb (simple or extended) 

the subject concord 

the object c.oncord 

the verb auxiliaries 

this slot could also be fL:.led by the copulative and 

the idc,ophone. 

The predicate has also mood and tense. 'I'h,;, fact t:hat the 

pn;,dicate slcJt is cJbligatory shows that it is central in the 

representational sentence, and even rnore important,it determines 

the LSFs. 



( b) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

10.S 

The Subject Slot (SJ.o·L J:~ 

S (&gentive) e.g. ~nfJna uv;~t;QclVa (the boy hit.s) 

s (factive) 8 -SI· i:1ko~n.6 i y.j s}").a vwtJ. (the cow is hit) 

s (patient) e.g. fnkom6 i",(5.qu.J.a (the cow is ill) 

(v) S (locative) e.g. {,kk,vd k0yahinda (at home, it is cold) 

( C) Th~) Obj~ct Slot (Slot II) 

(i) 0 (factive) e.,;. ushay2. :[c,Jrnm6 (he hits a cow) 

(i.i) 0 (locative) e.g. (\h{,mba isont6 (he goes to church) 

(iii) 0 (instrumental) e.g. w6tha urn.lilo (he warms him.3elf 

by the fire) 

(iv) O (complement) e.g. 1'.,!,amba ukuhii.mba (he is actually going) 

( d) 

( i) Adj (agentive) e.g. 1 snaywa ngulf11: ana (it is hit by ti,e boy) 

(i.i.) Adj (instrumental) e.g. ushaya nq,Snduku (he hits with a 

( iii,) 

(iv) 

stick) 

Adj (peci::ient) e.g. ukhuluma ng6mf6nc1 (he spoaks about 

,., boy) 

(he is busy reading 

a book) 

gives him a book) 

(v) Adj (locative) c.g~ 61dnda 6sik6~eni (he studies at school) 
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Diagram ill1~stratina I-SFs ands' -ts 

predicate 

causati.on 
• L • ..-" 

assi/~ 

agentive i.nstrumental 
I, III I, II, III 

sentence 

Note: 

_patic,nt fa,ctive 

/~III 

cor1deptive di:~-(:ctiVc:) """·, locative: 
cornitative 
i.G.er~t;L f ;,i..cc..ti ve 
rc:cc~pti vc~ 
i:~:;:t:c~cti vc:~ 
:-: .. ~.:·.,f~ocia tive 

1;, The predic~te is cent:;:--&i; the two lines, on~~ branclli.ng to 

the left and the other to the right indicate its i::el;;,tion 

to the nouns. IJ1he predicl'.:d:.e h,;~s a duality of relation 

with the nouns in a f;entence which has both an agentive 

and a factivr:~i the :i:·el~tio~ between the agentive and the 

factive is bi~polar~ 

2. 'r'he left line then branches off from causation assistive 

into agentive and insti::\4!\ental. The right line branches 

o.Ef: from patient factive into the concep~ive and the 

d;Lrect:.i ve. 

3. Slots are inC.icated }::,y I 1 :z:= and III. Slot o~-K~ i~; I, 

slot two is II and slot three is III. 
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4.. 1rhe minor LSl?s arc~ grouped togethe2.~, 5 .• e .. loc~~tiv01 

comitative etc. 

5.. The sentence includes the predicat@, the nouns and their 

slots and all the semantic relational C:eatures. 

of the main LSFs 

subject 

non-transitive 

I 
,J, 

patient or 
causation 

Note: 

mono-tr ~.lnsi ti ve 
(semi-transitive 
\, complete transitive 

-JI 
factive or complement 

object 

III 

di tl'F.lTISi ti ve 
('complete transitive ,, _,, 

.\ 

l .,_d 

fact.ive 

l. The predicate is centr,,1; in transit:i vi to' ;ct combines 

with both the subject and object. Sue:-:, combination is 

shown by the left and the right lines. 
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2. The left. l=-ne indicates subject combination; the ri9ht 

line indicat,m object combination. Th(-:; riol-1-t li .. ne branches ., 

into two according to primary object II, and ,,eccmdary 

object III. 

3. The noun occurring j,n Slot I does not necE,ssarily i.ndicate 

t:i:-ansitivity, hence non-transitive. T'he noun occurring in 

Slot II indicates mono-trarisitivity which may be s,,imi

transitive or complete transitive. The noun in Slot III 

indicates ditransitivity wh.ich goes hand in hand with 

complete tran."itivity. 

4. The noun in Slot I may either have patient/factive relation 

or causation/agsmtive relc,.tion. 'rhe one in Slot II is 

either a fac;'c;ive or complement whereas the one in Slot III 

is a factive. The whole order.Lng refers to primary word 

order. 
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